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PRSFAGS
This is Tsasically a study of the forests
of our Northeastern States comprising the six
New England states. New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania. Occas^ionally the aspects of
National Forestry have "been presented as "back-
ground material for a "better understanding of
forestry practi6e3 in our Northeastern area.
It is the purpose of this study to show
the multiple causations which led to an a-
larming depletion of our once magnificent
forests; and the resultant conservation pro-
grams which have "been installed in an attempt
to check further depletion and "bring a"bout an
adequate restoration of this valuahle natural
resource,
G.K.V.H.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2015
https://archive.org/details/conservationoffoOOvanh
FQRS7/0HD
The full importance of forests in the Northeastern United States can
not "be realized without the proper understanding of some of the geologic
history iiii ich has rendered 75 per-cent of this area unfit for anything
other than a forest growth in the view of proper land use.
Continuous geologic action from Pre-Camhrian time down to the re-
latively late Taconic disturhance has fashioned a topography of mountain-
ous and rough terrain. Ahout the only land suitable for agriculture oc-
curs in limited areas along river vall^s, in the disected uplands of New
York and Pennsylvania, and in a few regions of the narrow Coastal Plain.
The agricultural land of this region has heen further reduced in ares
hy the effects of Continental Glaciation which has removed much of the top-
soil leaving only a thin veneer of houlder strewn infertile, acid, soil
material ranging in depth from a few inches to ahout three feet.
A relatively severe climate is also adverse for agricultural devel-
,
opment, for the northern latitude of this region, as well as generally high
elevations, offers a relatively short growing season suitable for the cul-
tivation of some of the hard^ crops, mainly hay and pasturage.
It is therefore* evident that the most profitable return from this
type of land is from a forest growth. With this realization and the
knowledge that the forests of this area were nearing depletion it is easy
to see that an extensive program of conservation was the only expedient
course for these states to pursue.
c
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YIHrrli: FOEZST STA?IT6
Due primarily to its advantageous geographical position in relation-
ship to ITorthvrestern Europe, the Northeastern section of ttie United States
first felt the v/eight of the migrating peoples to this continent. It
follows logically, therefore, Ihat it would first feel the effects of the
wasteful catting practices of e^rly luniher "barons of its greatest natural
resource, the forest.
Had the early settlers heen ahle to o^btain an over-all picture, they
would have found this area almost entirely corered hy thickly grown virgin
forests. Seventy per cent of these forests, they v/ould also have found,
were coraposed mainly of spruce, fir, and white pino, with hardwoods showing
strongly near the southern limits.
These trees early hecame the has is for sustenance and industry for
this infantile nation. 'From them was gathered food, and the necessary
materials from which were fashioned the sturdy homesteads. The colonists
found, too, a commercial use for Ihe forests. The majestic ^Vhite ?ine
proved superior to all other timher in supplying the necessary str-^ight
poles for mast making. "Ekigland's '''Tavy, it was said, grew in the forests
of f'Tew England, The famous T:^nkee "Clipper Ship," fastest vessel on the
high seas, was invented "by the "boat "builders of our Northeastern coast,
"King Spruce," too, had value and soon raaAe its way to many ports of
Europe as the colonists used it extensively as an exchange commodity. These
same forests also, for many years, furnishe'' the fuel for heating homes and
charcoal for industrial use.
During this early period of deforestation, little, if any, thought
was given to conservation. These people helieve''- that in the forests they
had a resource which was inexhaustible. Undouhtedly, the forest was a

handicap as well as a Tjlessing. The land had to "be cleared in order for
agricultiire to proceed. Therefore, it "became a common occurrence for the
colonists to set fire to an area to rid it of standing" timher. They would
cut where the stand was the greatest and furnished the desired product. As
an area "became lov; in yield, the farmer took over, and tiie lumherman moved
on to the next line of cutting*. In this manner, the forests of i^Torth-
eastern United States passed from Ihe virg:in stage to a stand with an ever
receding front. The cutting v;hich early had started near the shores of the
Atlantic passeo^ inland and finally out of the ?^ew England states. Only
areas too difficult to lum"ber prof itahly had escaped the inexora"ble douhle-
edged axe of the liun"berjack.
'J!e of todca.y rarely think of TTev/ York as a lum"berin.r: state. Yet in
1850, so exhausted had hecome ihe Tevi England section, Ihat the j^apire
State assumed the lum"ber leadership wiih a per capita production of well
over 300 "board feet. YThite pine was still the leading lum"ber tree and was
cut to the point of extinction hefore the other species were attacked.
This relentless cutting continued and spread southv/ard into TTew Jersey
and Pennsylvania. iTew jersey was soon deforested and "by 1869, the
"Keystone" state had taken over the leadership crovm from T'^ew York. These
forests possihly fared averse than had the ^^ew England states. The Appalachij^n
Mountains and the lack of suitable transportation "beyond them set up a
"barrier to the westward movemait and, consequently, the lumhermen stayed
longer and cut more deeply into these sea"board forests. Only the ultimate
opening of the 'Vest and improved means of transportation saved this area
from complete destruction.
TIew York furnished one of 1iie earliest examples of the wrong way of
using a forest, !!ills were set up, la"borers were "brought in, and towns
rc
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grew and prospered. iTo thought, however, was taken of the future. TTo one
yet thought that timher v.'ould hecome exhausted. >To thought was given to
reproduction. 7/hen the area "became exhausted, lumhertnen moved their fami-
lies to new areas and once prosperous communities hecame the forerunners
of the West's familiar "Ghost Towns" v/hich were to appear a few decades
later. Civilization really took the hack track. It was for 1he future and
the "sustained yield" to put a stop to this movement. The TTortheastern
United States had, almost hefore it hecame a stahle economic unit, "been
stripped of its most valuable natural resource.
RACE TOTAI© DEFOI^IiKTATIO!!
Just how deeply these forests had "been crippled can "be "best descri"bed
through a state "ly state study of this area. ^
MABTE
The story of what has happened to the forests of Maine is most inter-
esting. The original 18,500,000 acres of virgin forests have decreased
to a"bout 7,750,000 acres of mature forests and 2,500,000 acres of second
growth of saw tim"ber land. The first saw mill was erected in York
in 1623. In 1840, Maine stood next to TTew York in lumher production in
this country. The peak lum"ber cut occurred in 1909 with a record of
1,112,000,000 "board feet. Ten years later, the cut declined to 596,000,000
and in 1930 to 22,000,000.
Per many years, the annual cut of pulp v;ood has continued to amount
to more than 1,000,000 cords or the equivalent of 500,000,000 "board feet.
In addition to lum"ber and pulp wood, a huge amount of unmanufactured wood
is cut and removed; such as, fuel wood, farm posts and timbers, poles.
Statistical data from United States Forestry Survei?", IS 35

4hewn railroad ties, and chemical wood. A comlDined total approximating
1,000,000,000 iDoard feet.
mSSACHUSETTS
Prom 16?0 to 1800, approximately 3,000,000 acres were cleared for
apiculture. From 1830 to 1860 was a period of heavy cutting. However,
the peak lumher cut in Massachusetts did not occur until 1908; almost three
•
centuries after settlement "began in the state, '^'he cut in that year amoiinte(
to 385,000,000 hoard feet. The annual cut for the next ten yeers averaged
almost 300,000,000 hoard feet. During the sametime was a period of severe
cutting on second grov;th pine lands. Official records soon "began to show wh;
was hap-^ening to the forests. In 1914, the cut declined to 143,000,000
hoard feet; in 1928 to 112,000,000 hoard feet; and to 82,000,000 hoard feet
in 1930. TTo virgin timher is left in the state and the present 2,500,000
acres of second growth woodland now furnish less than ten per cent of the
lumher needed.
The annual growth of saw timher is ahout 105,524,000 cords of cord
wood.
The first settlers of the "hite JTountain state found all its 5,750,000
acres covered with dense forests of valuahle white pine, spruce, fir and
other useful trees. This original forest area has heen reduced to
1,000,000 acres of raerchantahle timher and ahout 185,000 acres of virgin
saw timher. 1,750,000 acres in the stute are classed as idle or low-
producing land. The greater part of the state is rugged and rocky and much
more valuahle as v/oodland or pasture iiian as tilled lands. Fully one-third
of the present forest land is producing only an inferior grov/th of fuel
wood.
,t
e
5The peak for lumlDering in this state was 1907 when the lumber cut
"amounted to 754,000,000 hoard feet. This dwindled to less than 300,000,000
hoard feet in 1920 and 182,000,000 "board feet in 1930.
From present indications, the trend will continue downward until
Few Hampshire, v/ith a poor market for low-grade Itimher products, joins the
rapidly grov;ing numher of states importing ninety airl more per cent of
their lumher needs.
VSRIalOFT
This particular area showed an original forest covera,ge of approximately'
6,000,000 acres consisting of spruce, white pine, and hardwoods.
This great forest has heen reduced to 40,000 acres of virgin forests
and 3,250,000 acres of woodland. The latter is deteriorating rapidly
through fire, insects, disease, and \inwise cutting. Also, 1,000,000 acres
are classed as idle unproductive woodland. Ninety years ago, the state
stood tenth in the country in lumher production. Vith the advent of
logging railroads, and large saw mills, -the yearly cut was increased and
for forty years averaged close to 300,000,000 hoard feet.
The peak cut occurred in 1889 with a record of 384,000,000 hoard feet.
The decline has heen steady, from 195,000,000 hoard feet in 1913 to a 1930
figure of 94,000,000 hoard feet.
Tg-IODS ISIAW
Rhode Island originally had 640,000 i forests out of an entire state
area of 683,000 acres. IIo virgin forests remain today. There are, however,
280,000 acres of inferior v/oodland that produce hut four per cent of the
lumher needs of the state and from present indications that percentage will
soon drop to less than one per cent. The peak cut was noted in 1907 with
a record of 37,000,000 hoard feet. In 1917, production dropped to

67,000,000 Tx)ard fest.
The annual lumlDer consumption of 184,000,000 "board feet is less than
douhle the entire stand of saw timher in the state; 91,000,000 "board feet.
The annual growth is a"bout 2,000,000 "board feet of ti:'n"ber and 31,000 cords
of cord wood.
COTTHECTICTH'
This densely populated state, now a verita"ble "beehive of industry,
had in the days of the first settlers its entire area heavily wooded with
a great variety of trees. This hrief story v/ill tell the loss of a great
natural resource. Connecticut, with a total wealth valued at ^^6, 000,000, 000
has "become intensely industrial, partly "because of its unusual a'bundance
of water power and its proxiraity to great riarkets. In Ihis great industrial
development, the state has neglected its forests and permitted them to
deteriorate in quality and productiveness. The annual tree growth of mer-
chanta"ble tim"ber is "but a fraction of v.ood consumption.
The peak cut was reached in Connecticut in 1909 with 168,000,000 "board
feet. This dropped to 94,000,000 "board feet in 1913; 48,000,000 in 1924;
and "but 35,000,000 "board feet in 1928. The last mentioned cut is a'bout
ten per cent of the state's lumher needs. "Presently, she imports 350,000,00(
"board feet of lumher yearly,
YOBK
From Montauk Point to Lake :3rie, from Manhattan to the St. Lawrence,
30,000,000 acres of magnificent tim"ber land were nature's gift to the Empire
State's early pioneers. This vast heritage is now "but a memory, practically
all swept away. Less than one per cent of virgin forests remains, "^e
original 30,000,000 acres of virgin forests in Few York have "been clearet'
and "burned to such an eactent that "but 15,000,000 acres of potential forests
r
land remain. Of this 15,000,000 acres, 4,500,000 contain standing tirnlDer,
3,000,000 are within fann fences and half Ihe remainder contains hrush
wood and inferior small size growth, while the remainder is hare and not
productive. Sixty-tv;o per cent of such forests as the state has contains
material suitable neither for lumher nor for pulp and the prospects for
producing either are not hri^t.
The peak production of lumher was reached in 1869 v.-ith an output of
1,500,000,000 hoard feet hut what a discouraging stoiy can he read hetween
the lines of the official records of cut as 1iie forests melted away. The
cut in 1889 was less than 2,000,000,000 hoard feet; less than 500,000,000
in 1913; 171,000,000 in 1926; and hit 110,000,000 hoard feet in 1930. This
lownT/ard trend is likely to continue, perhaps to a yearly cut of less than
50,000,000 hoard feet. Finety-seven per cent of the lumher needed to carry
on its numerous manufacturing industries must no"-v he iniported.
This small state, hy the sea, was originally heavily forested. Today,
the 4,500,000 acres of original forests are practically gone, so far as old
growths of timher is concerned. Its 2,000,000 acres of decadent woodland
that remain produced hut one per cent, or perhaps less, of the lumher con-
sumed in the state. The axeman reached his peak cut, 110,000,000 hoard feet,
in 1879 and for the past fifty years, as the records show, the •r:°-':'chantahle
timher has steadily disappeared. The cut in 1904 was 44,000,000 hoard feet;
25,000,000 in 1917; and hit 12,000,000 in 1930.
Fenns» v;oods, once covering more than 28,000,000 acres has heen pretty
thorouglily destroyed, Ahout 16,000 acres of old growth timher are left from
this original stand. Also remaining are some 13,000,000 acres of woodlands.
r
mostly decadent, v.'hich produce a^bout one-tenth, of the nood tJhey are capa'ble
of producing,
1899 was the peak here v;ith a record of 2,333,000,000 hoard feet. From,
that year there has "been a steady dovvnward trend in production—1,500,000,00 )
hoard feet in 1909; 636,000,000 hoard feet in 1919; and hut 209,000,000 hoar<.
feet in 1930. The per capita lumher production is still more interesting
with 420 hoard feet for 1890, 162 hoard feet in 1910, cxnd less than 25
hoard feet in 19 28« Ivot so with lumher consumption in the st te -vhich appro::
mates 200 hoard feet per capita. The annual growth amounts to 14'^,000,000
hoard feet of timher and ahout 2,000,000 in cords of cord -v/ood, v/hile the
annual use is approximately 400,000,000 hoard feet.
To summarize hriefly the conditions in the six "^^ev; Ilngland states,
25,000,000 acres of timher land remained of the 1520 fir-ure of the original
39,000,000 acres. Of this figure only eight per cent or 2,000,000 acres weri i
of virgin forests, these heing in out-of-the-way regions of 'laine, "^^ew
Hampshire, and Vermont. All of Connecticut*s virgin timher had disappeared
het'.veen 1910 and 1920. These figures show that !Tev/ England had converted
14,000,000 acres of her woodland, v/hich is justifiahle in the lirht of its m.
ufacturirig progress. But what is more appalling is the realization that if
eight per cent of the present day stand is virgin timher, then ninety-tv/o
per cent of these forests must he of s9C'^nd and third grov;th stock und thus
necessarily of a much inferior qutility. As proof, statistics shov; forty-fou|
per cent or 10,760,000 acres of today's 25,000,000 acres only good for saw
timher or pulp. Thirty-four per cent or 6,37n,00n acres good for -^-^ 1 wood
only, and t'.venty-tv/o per cent or 5,570,000 acres non-productive. Palp
authorities also claim that seventy-five per cent of this saw timher and
pulp v:ood is in poor condition, with a lor yield of 10-^- cords per acre.

9Tie?' l!ln{:lb.nA forects li:;ve Ivindled fro:n an ori£:inril of 40^,000,000,000
"board feet lo a 1920 fig^e of 50,000,000,000 "board feet of whicl. "
per cent is poor q.\xality saw tim"ber and sixty per cent usua"ble only as fuel.
Tet these comparatively exhausted forests represent a financi?."! irrvoD^'.nrnt
of 300, 000, 000 and stand a.s a uieans of livlihood for SO, 000 ITev; England
people.
York .r-.*:^'' :.x. !EFO, was twenty-fifth on the liun"ber producirig;
states' list for 1S20. Fifty-nine per cent of her forests had disa;^^
and sixty-two per cent of xhich remained was only good for fuel and acid
WOO!?, '^^niisylvuiiia sho7,"--d ^he same pitiful , ' , s^:^^^ -'.r'-'h once
lead the United States in production could not in lSi;C supply enough first-
grade tim"ber to meet the demands of its large industrial center of ?itts"burg;
Of the 29,500,000 acres of forest, Per^..^ 1 > . " . ' ' ,-:OC,f^^ js
or 11,000,000,000 "board feet and ivhere once her woods were of white pine,
fir, and spruce, they are now of hardwood t;'i)es. Only 16,000 acres of
vir^'in timber r^:..,!:.. "^
The deplorahle condition of the ITortheastern forest, as "brought out
"by this survey, had "been caused mainly "by destructive pr?.cticeF of short-
siglited, get-r^cii--iu.lcL lum"ber ^.j c-,£.ier c^-.'. I :j ^ two
and three feet ahove iJie "base level than to get down on hands and knees
to use the cross-cut saw. This practice left man^'- millions of "board feet
of good lum'ber in "stui];page" to deteriorate as a resu"* ' " weathering.
The small trees "bore little if any lum"ber so it made no difference if the
larger ones in filling up-rooted or hent them to the "breaking point, thus
destro2'"irr- future value.
L.
United states "Hepartment of Forestry, 1935

FIHEf FTF^GIt AND PEST?
Other causations, also, were contrilauting their hit in depleting the
once proud northeastern forests. Forest insects which have heen classified
by Purst ^ as; affecting the hark, sapwood, and heartwood; defoliating in-
sects, which destroy the leaves; and those which destroy roots, also hud
destroying insects; seed-destroying insects; and those which cause deformatJlon
or malformation, have all left their mark.
T here are also insects known as Powder Post Beetles which destroy or
injure manufactured forest products. Some of tliiese which have heen most
prevalent in the Northeastern section are the Gypsy moth and Browntail
moth, introduced from Europe and have cause<!5. enormous damage through the
eating of leaves from the forests. The Spruce hud-worm has heen especially
active in this area and UTaine's balsam spruce timher suffered severely .
The White Pine weevil kills the leader or tip of the common pines in the
east, (excepting the Bed Pine).
Forest fungi or living organisms of the plant kingdom have proved very
destructive. They cannot manufacture their own food and therefore must
secure it at the expense of the green plants. Since fungi are both paras it
and saprophytic in nature they are able to attack dead and living trees; in
so doing, they cause disease and deterioration in trees of all ages from
seedlings to maturity.
In the case of the Chestnut Bark Disease, discovered in 1904 near lT«wr
York City, death of the trees was caused by destroying the cambium and inne||r
bark. The White Pine Rust is also a fungus growth and caused considerable
damage in the white pine producing area of the Northeast.
Brown, D. Our Nation's Forests
10

Domestic and wild animals have com'bined to present a real hazard to
tree growth. In early years cattle and hogs were allowed to roam throi^gh
the forests in search of forage. In so doing, many a young sapling was
destroyed and the "bark stripped from trees. The rathit and field mouse,
coupled with the North American porcupine, do much damage hy gnawing around
the roots and above the snov7line during the winter and killing the trees.
Sand dunes were responsihle in choking off the growth of forests on the
fringe of the Northeastern seacoast. It is to the ever-shifting sands of
Southern New Jersey which must "be laid the chief cause of deforestation in
that area. Avalanches, sharp temperature drops, and other natural phenomena
all aided the unwitting lumberman in his deforestation of Northeastern
United States.
The field of forest fires must "be given considerahle thought. Up till
recently, the attitude of settlers and lumbermen towards fires had been one
of indifference, thinking that the timber supply was inexhaustible. It has
required enormous losses of life and property to arouse people to the neces-
sity of systematic fire protection. The last fifty years has shown an annua:
loss of seventy lives and '^25,000,000 in property damage in the Northeastern
states because of the inadequacy for combatting forest fires. Repeated firer
have
:
^
1. Destroyed much merchantable and growing stands of timber.
2. Destroyed young growth which must be relied upon to furnish the
forests of the future.
3. Destroyed the humus and affected the forest floor conditions so
that reproduction is difficult or impossible.
DuPuy, W. The Nation's Forests

4. Depleted the vigor of growth eo that timher values "became definitely
lowered.
5. Increased the activity of the tree-killing insects and wood destroy-
ing fungi following in the ravages of forest fires.
6. Destroying many lives and millions of dollars worth of property;
such as, cahins, communities, railroads, as well as valuable timber.
Burned timber means the loss of direct and indirect wages, tares,
and other public benefits.
7» Destroying much game, many camping grounds, and other recreational
facilities.^
There are generally considered three classifications of forest fires:
A. Crown fires which burn the tops of the coniferous growth and generally
kill the trees.
B. Surface fires which often kill seedlings and young trees, deplete the
fertility of the soil, injure standing timber, lower the rate of growth
and invite the presence of insects and fungi.
C. Ground fires which occur principally in peat, duff, humus and moss.
They generally burn slowly and prove very disasterous.
The foregoing study has shown the multiple causations, which have
stripped the Northeastern section of the United States of its magnificent
virgin timber and replaced it with second and third rate stands with ap-
proximately one-eighth the economic value.
DuPuy, W. The Nation's Forests

THS YAIUB OF FORESTS
In Older to develop "better the necessity of forest conservation, it
mi^t "be well to dwell "briefly on the full economic value attached to lumher|
ing. It has "been previously stated that the forests of the Northeastern
area represent a cash investment of well over f300,000,000 and employes up
to 90,000 workers. These figures, however, merely suggest the magnitude of
the lumbering industry itself and does in no way onhrace the many industries
which depend upon forest products for their existence.
A recent Government survey lists more than one hundred industries that
are principally wood using activities. A hurried discussion of the luraher
needs of a few of the larger ones will give a representative picture of the
enormous varied demands upon the forests.
1. Building and Construction : This industry consumes more lumher
annually than all the other industries comhined. The Northeastern
section once produced enough for its own use and sufficient for ex-
port. Now lumher is one of the leading import items for this area,
2. Paper Industry ; This is the second largest consumer of wood in the
United States. The cry "Deforested New England" applies to wood pulp
as directly as it does to the production of commercial lumher and all
other forest products.
3. Railroads; Third on the list of lumber using industries are the
railroads of the United States which use upward to 130,000,000 new
ties per year. There is ahout thirty-two "boarl feet of lumber in
each tie and they cost two dollars each. Also 1,000,000,000 "board
feet of pine lum"ber is used each year for making freight and passenger
ears. The east once a leading producer and manufacturer of railroad
c
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equipraent, has found it necessary to import or, as the case has often
heen, "been forced to relinquish this lucrative industry to other sectiorsj
of the country which can supply the necessary timher.
4. Furniture Industry: A fourth large wood-using industry is furniture
making. While the amount required is not as great as in the other in-
j
dustries, quality of lumher is important. The Northeast which once was
the leading furniture area has seen much of this "business move elsewhere!
"because second and third rate tim"ber cannot meet the required standards.!
It is of the utmost inrportance, therefore, that the forests "be pre-
served. It was this need, a continual supply of lum"ber, which was one of th«
elements which guided the early workers in the fight for forest conservation.
The previous paragraphs have more nearly measure in monetary value the
! loss through deforestation than do the other elements which must he consider*
in evaluating the forest. These other elements v;hich must "be considered
are:
1. Natural Control and Begulation of our Water Supply: A forest in-
creases the relative humidity of the atmosphere nearhy, "benefiting
agriculture and horticultural crops. It raises the water tahle of
the soil in hill countries to the advantage of food crops nearhy.
The forest cover prevents the immediate run-off of surface rain and
melted snow. It changes rainfall, snow and other precipitation from
surface run^off to undergraund flow, thus regulating the flow and
purity in springs and streams. The effects of droughts in the United
States during 1933, 1934 and 1936, would not have "been so severe had
more of the land heen forested.
2. Prevention of Soil Erosion: So far as possible every acre of land
d

should "be kept productive. A forest will grow on soil too poor to produce
crops. In Pennsylvania, alone, there are at least 13,000,000 acres in this
category. A forest increases the value of "bare soil "by the proluction of
a crop v/ith very little lahor, and thus enahles it to "bear its just share
of taxation. The fertility of soil on which it grows is increased and
is prepared for agricultural use when needed if other.vise suited for that
purpose. A forest prevents erosion of the soil ly leaf litter which covers
the surface and makes it difficult for rain to carry away the small parti-
cles of soil. Likewise, the roots "bind the earth so -Oiat even though
the surface soil might "be disturbed to some extent, the cutting out
of the soil "by flowing water is prevented hy the mass of roots.
3. Outdoor recreation : It furnishes favorable conditions for g-ame and
fish and for the sport of hunting and fishing. It supplies the factors
which make a "beautiful and healthful country. V/ithin the borders of our
Uortheastern region is one of the greatest selections of natural scenic
beauty to be found anywhere in an area of equal size. This statement
may hold true only as long as our forests dominate the landscape. The
White Mountains, Green Mo\intains, Berkshires, Adirondacks, Catskills
and Appalachians all ov/e their tourist appeal partially to their mighty
forests. Maine, rightly known as the sportsman's paradise, owes its
tremendous vacation industry to its many v/ooded tracts and forest bound
lakes. All of these facts lead up to the realization that in the past
years, the northeastern area has reaped a .|700,000, 000 annual intake from
its tourist industry and recent estimates made by the Few England Tourist
Council foretell a future harvest of over |; 1,000, 000, 000 annually. This,
however, hardly can be realized unless the forests are protected from
further abuse and conservational measures taken to rebuild the already
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depleted areas.
4« Abundant Wild Llfe t Good forest coverage is essential for the preser-
Tation of plant and animal life. Much of this life has been reduced to
extinction or near so because of deforestation. Animals, such as deer,
eat the hardwood shoots and leaves. They seek shelter in the hemlock and
cedar groves. Squirrels eat acorns and nuts from the forest trees and
live in den trees. Raccoons get part of their food in the forest and
also live in dens of large trees. Babbits live in the woodland edges.
These valuable game animals as well as many leading furbearers all depend
upon the forest for their very existence.
The successful conclusion can be reached, that to maintain an adequate
preservation of forest resources is to add wealth to the area involved.
Therefore, every intelligent effort to add to this conservation is justifiable
and casts a beneficial effect upon health, wealth, and happiness.

HISTORIC FIRES IN UNITED STATES AND CANADA
1825 -- 1910
Date Name Location Acres
Lives
Lost
X/lO X CliUX OIIX
New Brunswick
3 000 000 160
1837 Seborois Ma ine 130,000
1846 Yaquina Oregon 450,000
XO »J t-^ 1 . 600 . 000
f Sent . ) 1 \ W O Imf W Or"P cTon 320.000
Hons 300.000
XWW V-/ St. Helen V'a sh 1 tnn 8^
Oregon
300 .000
1871 Peshtigo V.'i scons in 1,280,000 1500
1871 Peshtigo Michigan 2,000,000
1876 Big Horn Wyoming 500,000
1880 Bagot Quebec 288,000
1881 Michigan Michigan 1,000,000 138
1 RQlJ_ _L n mri <=! "t" n p It V'/ 1 r* Dn s 1 n 64 . 000
PVi -ill 1 -nc! viXOOUIiiSJ J. 1
1
1 no noo 1 3
nincnxe y ivimne s o o a AT PrtXO
WX tJ ,!r|,vJXi CC
Vi'ashington
1 RX o
1903 Adirondack New York 450,000
1908 Pernie British Columbia 64,000 9
1908 Chisholm Minnesota 20,000
1910 Grt. Idaho Idaho & Montana 2,000,000 85
1910 Baudette Minnesota &
Ontario
300,000 42
United States Department of Forestry Survey 1920

FOREST FIRE DAiiAGE BY STATE
State
Connecticut
Ma ine
Massachusetts
llew Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
X t? til IMO* U± r JLl
1904 17 17,050
1905 8,000
1906 125 4,036
1907 109 4,387
1908 283 18,430
1909 339 14,779
1900 29 43,364
1901 22 6,918
lyoo Ton O CO /I KT<iby , 4oi
1904 31 6,958
1905 141 20,316
1906 65 7,528
1907 33 4,524
1908 231 142,130
1909 156 39,028
1910 34 848
1900 51,807
1901 6,125
1902 51,578
XX , OO /
1904 1,339
1905 6,120
1906 11,025
1907 5,178
±yuo 1 OQQX ) cyy oy , o / c
1909 1,496 35,083
1910 1,385 42,221
1907 11 43,000
1908 399 22,700
1909 130 2,858
1910 214 11,004
lyoi
1902 65 98,850
1903 79 85,046
1904 81 41,530
1907 167 11,525
1908 533 52,978
lyoy K Cboo 9o, b25
1910 611 81,452
1900 127 14,893
1901 7,780
1902 21,356
1903 643 464,189
1904 101 2,627
Damage
30 , 000
152,000
100,000
25,000
107,000
21,758
2,223
Value
101,000
15,721
307
3
953
12
63
20
14
618,
96
2,
140
20,
26
35
14
32
7
26
205
189
205
320,
114
2!
55
169
305
193
11
64
133,
127
16
4
9
846
6
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FOREST FIRE DAFiAGE BY STATE
State Year No* of Fires Area Damage Value
Hew York 1905 126 4,795 3,895
1906 142 12,500 8,335
1907 82 5,653 13,923
1908 605 368,072 802,135
1909 356 11,759 23,125
1910 277 12,780 17,803
1911 595 37,909 43,664
Pennsylvania 1900 266,027 834,203
1901 73,005 238,374
1902 851 158,512 620,573
1903 270 64,186 241,240
1904 316 63,211 135,873
1905 239 18,642 63,915
1906 275 44,495 70,070
1907 165 19,389
1908 1,961 398,855 688,980
1909 398 82,152 19,165 176,885
1910 828 98,548 381,215
Rhode Island 1862 1 75
1866 3 2,300 50
1869 2 54 120,000
1883 2 400 2,500
1891 1 100 12,000
1909 — - 291,225
Vermont 1905 19 473 2,233
1906 9 59 105
1907 10 307 2,105
1908 106 15,894 31,194
1909 25 570 985
1910 42 341 1,035
1911 39 2,150 6,000
•c
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EARLY OONSEEVATION TESITOS
Protective measures for -the preservation of certain trees, such as
pines for ship masts and oak for shipTsuildin^, and ordinances to secure
the proper use of what timber was cut constituted the first forestry-
legislation in America. A royal surveyor of woods for 17ew England was
appointed in 1699, "but his duties were principally the protection of the
timher property rights of colonists in "the forests. An initial attempt
j
toward forest conservation in ttie Northeast came when William Penn attempted
I
to require those who settled on the land to agree to leave one acre in
forest for every five acres cleared. Apparently this plan was not followed
out "by the colonists.
Because, as already stated, the supply of timher in the early days
of the nation's history seemed inexhaustible, timber laws were largely
j
disregarded due to lack of enforcement, and no broad measures of conserva-
tion were attempted. However, when the period of primitive lumbering
methods gave way to the development of saw mill machinery, large scale
operations and the extension of the railways, the rate of forest destruc-
tion v/as vastly increased. The lumber industry expanded rapidly, fire
followed in the wake of destructive logging. The process of timber depletioj
became so rapid and alarming that in 1873, active steps were taken to
protect and re-establish the forests. At that date, the committee on
forestry of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
recommended the appointment of a commission of forestry.
An agency was established in the United States Department of Agricul-
ture in 1876 charged with the study of forest conditions, wood consumption,
I
the probable future supply of timber. Dr. Smerson B. Hou^ was named as
head. In 1881 this agency became the division of forestry. In 1886,

Dr. B. E. Fernow, a professional forester, was placed in charge. In 1891,
Congress authorized the President to set aside forest reserves in the puhlic
domain. In 1901, the Division of Forestry grew into the Bureau of Forestry
and in 1905, finally into the Forest Service with Gifford Pinchot as its
j
first chief.
Meanwhile, public interest in forestry increased, and forestry work
developed as a recognized profession. A School of Forestry was established
in Cornell University in 1898. One at Yale in 1900, and there are now
|! more than a score of Universities maintaining forestry schools or depart-
ments with courses leading to degrees in forestry.
PuTslic interest was also manifeste'^ in the origination of Ar'bor Day
j
which was conceived and first promoted hy J. Sterling Morton, and was first
i
observed in Fehraska in 1872. The idea of planting trees on the Great
j
Central Plains "became popular. The observance of this day has grov;n rapidly
to every state in ihe Union, our territorial possessions, and many foreign
countries. Kansas and Tennessee proclaimed Arbor Day in 1875. I^orth "Hakota
and Ohio in 1882, and thereafter 1iie other states iiiroughout the nation.
Usually the day is fixed for each state or arranged by proclamation
or at the option of the Governor.
Arbor Day has had a profound influence in spreading a better knowledge
of trees and an aprreciation of their value. Although trees originally
were planted for shade and wind-break purposes, the realization of their
significance and importance in tiie life of our people has been given great
impetus by an annual observance of this day.
A knowledge of the historv and development of forestry in the United
States is necessary for proper understanding of the evolving of a national
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forestry policy. Definite progress was made over a period of approximately
ij fifty years before the present system of forestry came into "being. JTuch
discussion, deliberation, and legislation marked the development of Federal
j
Forestry activities. Until recently little definite information has "been
P available regarding our timber resources. At the present time an exhaustive
survey is being conducted by the Foresters* Service to obtain more accurate
Irnowledge of these resources. Although there were many and ineffectual
'\ attempts by the Federal Authorities to encourage forest conservation and
growth, usually for purposes of national defense, the year 1876 showed the
!
first definite results of the attempt to formulate a Federal Forest Policy.
In 1876, Congress appropriated $2,000 to employ a competent man to investi-
gate the timber conditions of the country and report upon them.
A program of Federal Legislation has been passed in the following
sequence: ^
1876--First federal appropriation for forestry. Dr. Franklin B. Hough
appointed with investigational and informational duties.
June 30, 1886—Division of Forestry created in the Department of
I
the Interior. This marked the first definite recognition of the iaportance
of the forest problem.
March 3, 1891—^The President was authorized to establish forest
reserves to be created from the public domsiin, and on March 3, 1891,
the first federal reserve, known as the Yellowstone Park Timberlands
Reserve, was proclaimed by President Harrisont This was the beginning of
our present National Forest System.
Brown, D. Our Nation's Forest
(
June 4, 1897—The present National Forest Act was passed, providing
for the acquisition and administration of our Rational Forests, then knov/n
as forest reserves, under a definite, workable law.
June 1, 1901—The title. Division of Forestry "became the Forest Service,
under cifford Pinchot; and during? the next few years under President
Theodore Roosevelt, there was a great expansion in the area of National
Forests created from the putlic domain in the Rocky Maountain and Pacific
Coast States.
March 1, 1911—The Weeks' Law was passed providing for the acquisition
of National Forests in the East by purchase of forest properties on the
headwaters of navigable streams. Heretofore, our National forests could
only be created out of the public domain or unalienated lands belonging
to the Federal Government. This act provided for the creation of the
National Forest Reservation Commission and also for cooperative fire
protection with the individual states in providing for an adequate system
of fire prevention, detection and suppression.
June 7, 1924—C larke-McNary Bill signed by the President. In effect
the President and Congress established on a statutory basis a fundamental
forest policy for the United States. This provided for effective coopera-
tion with the various states in forest fire prevention and suppression,
authorized a study of forest taxation, authorized cooperation with the
various states in production and distribution of forest tree seeds and
plants for reforestation purposes, provided assistance for the owners
of woodlots in establishing, improving and renewing them, and provided
for increased purchases of National Forest lands and other miscellaneous
purposes. Congress amended this act in 19r-^l to extend the provisions of
the act to territories and island possessions.

March 22, 1928—^The MclTary-Woodruff Bill was passed, authorizing
appropriations aggregating ''8,000,000 for the extension of the ITational
Forests by purchase during the next three years.
IToveaher 12, 1930—President Hoover arpointed the United States
Timher Conservation Board which was formally organized in 1931. After
considerahle discussion the members of this board presented several con
elusions and recommendations for the furtherance of a national forest policy.
1933—^^'ith the inauguration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, came
|
I
a succession of presidential and congressional acts which had a very irapor-
j
tant bearing upon the development and progress of our federal forest activi-
[
ties. Among these may be mentioned the National Industrial Recovery Act,
the Emergency Conservation Work, "the Tennessee Vall^ Authority, and the
Soil ^'onservation Service.
June 1934—President Roosevelt announced the Great Plains Shelterbelt
Project, providing for the relief of unearployinent and the protection of
homesteads from the driving influences of severe winds by tree planting.
LAJTD O^.TNSESHIP
A further study into the picture of conservation would be worthless
without a discussion of forest ov/nership. For this purpose our forests
have been subdivided into three classes; namely: Private, Federal, and
State, County and ^Tunicipal.
PRIVATE OlTmRSHIP
Private companies or individuals ovm seventy-five per cent of our
total forest area. These are chiefly lumbermen, farmers and others interestei
in owning and holding forest properties, ^ny of the larger companies own
or control as much as from 300,000 to 7,000,000 acres of timberland.
It is because of this large ownership placed in the hands of private
f
enterprise which makes it most apparent that if forestry is to "be practiced
widely in this country, the priviite owned forests furnish the greatest
opportunity.
Many factors have tended to discourage or prevent the more rapid prac-
tice of forestry on private timher property. Among these may he mentioned
the following:
1. Taxation—As it requires many years for tree stands to procure the
accummulated effects, the tax hurden may operate adversely when a woodland
owner contemplates a definite plan of management. Some states have enacted
measures to relieve this hurden, others, such as New York, have done little
or nothing.
2. Long time Investment—Although the people pay taxes for the maintenance
of our state and federal forests instead of the individuals assuming this
responsihility, many lumher coapanies have heen forced to liquidate their
timber investments because the carrying charges for interests as well as
taxation and other overhead expenses have heen too burdensome to carry in
spite of the purchase of these holdings at a relatively low stumpage value.
3. Hazards of Fire or Pest Injury—The danger of loss by fire is extremely
serious and the cost of protection is very burdensome. Insect and fungus
attacks have often forced immeliate cutting and liquidation.
4. Low Prices for Forest Product s-^Many farmers and other forest owners
have not received sufficiently high prices to justify any capital expendi-
ture for fixtures, improvements and maintenance; such as, planting fire
lines and improvement of cuttings. The market prices received for forest
products are probably the greatest single factor in determining the intensity
of forest practice.
5« Unstable and Uncertain !ilarkets—Prices for forest products vary over
rG
a wide range. Changing customs, and the use of suhstitutes have made the
prices for lumher and other forest products very unstahle, iincertain and
unattractive at times.
6. Puhlic and Private Apathy and Ignorance—There prohahly has "been a
failure on the part of hoth federal and state governments to assist private
ownership to practice forestry. Too few laws are on our statute hooks to
encourage forestry or private property. The federal and state governments
could institute low rate loans which might prove veiy effective as well as
encouraging to the private forest owners.
FEDERAL OV.ITEP^HIP
Federal agencies own or nanage eighteen per cent of our forests.
A large share of these areas is in National Forests which are operated hy
the United States Forest Service, a relatively small percentage is con-
trolled hy the United States Indian Service and the National Park Service.
Only a small percentage of National Forests is located in the Northeastern
section ani other areas east of the Mssissippi River.
It was the Weeks* Law of 1911 which provided for purchases of these
national Forest Areas of the East. This law was in effect until 1933 when
President Franklin T). Roosevelt set aside twenty milliom dollars for
additional purchases, and in 1934 ten million dollars more, making a total
of thirty milliom dollars, greatly expanding this eastern area.
The administration of Vae Forester Service is centered in Washington,
D. C, under the Forester, where the work is divided into the following
principal hranches:
1. Financing Accounts
2. Corporations (Fire control, personnel, supplies, equipment, etc.)
5. Forest Management (Timher sales and surveys, planting, pest control, etc

4. Range Management (Reconnaissance and inspection)
5. Lands (Acquisitions, exchange records, claims and other uses.)
6. Engineering (Roads, trails, water power, "bridges, maps, and surveys)
7. Puhlic relations (Cooperation with state and private owners, informationi
and education)
8. Research (With the Division of Silvics, range research, forest production
and forest economics, and with general charge of the experi-
ments stations in the United States, forest production
laboratories at IvSadison, V/isconsin)
Each of the 150 Ifational Forests of ahout 1,000,000 acres in extent
is in charge of a forest supervisor, who has an office, with technical
construction assistants, located in a large and centrally situated community
convenient to serve the puhlic who may have ljusiness with the forest service
Each forest is divided for administrative purposes into five rt.nge districts
each of which is in charge of a District Ranger, who directs all work in his
specific area. The average range district of all the National Forests
covers 279,000 acres, has a protective force of five fire guards who work
three and one-half months per year. The most important work of the National
Forests, "both in timing and significance, is that of protecting the forests
from fire, insects, and diseases. This is a fundamental and outstanding
Talue as it assures the future productivity of the areas. Other work of
slightly lesser importance include:
1. Timher Growing and Cutting—Nonnally ahout 1,000,000,000 "board feet
of timher is cut each year. The peak "being 1,600,000,000 in 1930. In
that year there was over 16,000 small timher sales, each involving five
hundred dollars or less and 129 sales of over five hundred dollars,
during the depression years, due to the availa"bility of the Civilian Con-
r
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servatlon Corps, 1*000 acres of crowded and stagnated youn^ stands of hard
woods and mixed conifers and hard woods in the Sast had been thinned to in-
crease the rate of growth and improve the character of the tree. As the
total stand of saw timher in our National Forests is approximately 6 hillion
hoard feet, the cutting of approximately 1,000,000,000 or 2,000,000,000
"board feet is much less than the annual growth, and the true criteria for an
successful forest conservation program, must of a necessity, show a cutting
figure less than the annual growth.
2. Range and Grazing—Becently grazing permits on National Forests were
granted annually for over 1,300,000 cattle, 6,000,000 sheep, 32,000 horses,
and 11,000 goats. The "bulk of this grazing was in the western part of the
country*
3. Recreational and Game—The National Forests offer excellent facilities
for outdoor recreation because of their spaciousness, wide distribution ovei
many parts of the country, scenic beauty, and the opportunity to study tree
and plant growth. Fishing and hunting also are natural attractions for
many visitors, 36,000,000 people have been known to enjoy the recreational
facilities of our National Forests in one year.
4. Water Power under Proper Regulations—^V/ater power projects are developed
in our National Forests, There are 379 permittees operating under licenses
in National Forests.
5. Roads and Trails—It is a consistent policy of the Forest Service to
provide an adequate road and trail system. This makes the forests more
quickly and readily available to the public, insures better fire protection,
and aids materially in the transport of minerals and other forests products«
In this work again, the Civilian Conservation Corps has been very ef-
fective*
y
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STATE, COUNTY, AW UroNICIPAL OWTTERSHIP
It was in the Northeastern area that state forestry legislation
"became most active. Other sections have followed this leadership and in
recent years shown notahle progress. Legislative action in State Forestry
generally follows the leadership of one or more ahle men like J.T. Rothrock
of Pennsylvania or S» B. Green of Minnesota, A great forward advance was
made in the period "between 1901 and 1910 under the Theodore Eoosevelt ad-
ministration with Gifford Pinchot as Chief Forester.
THie Weeks' Law of 1911 was the spring "board which provided for coopera-
tive fire protection "by the Federal Government in "behalf of the various
states on forested water sheds of naviga"ble streams and exerted a powerful
influence in the creation of additional State Forestry Organizations. Of
the forty-ei^t states of the Union, forty-two now have administrative
agencies. Laws, funds, and experienced personnel to carry on forestry
activities.
Pennsylvania leads with a sixty-one man corps in its organization.
New York is second with fifty-seven. The work of each state depends upon
local circumstances and requirements for the various phases of forestry
work. Altogether, however, the functions and activities consist of the
following:
!• Purchase protection and maintenance of State Forests. To protect
the State Forests, many states have shown a great interest in the protection
of private lands fi^m fire and pest attacks. There has "been a general
tendency to extend fire protection, usually cooperatively under all the
forests of the state.
2. The esta"blishment and maintenance of state tree nurseries and reforesta-
tion in some states as New York where the little trees are distri"buted at
c
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cost to the people as well as the planting on State Forests. Other states
leading in this activity are Michigant Indiana, Ifiissachusetts, Wisconsin,
and Ohio.
3. Promotion and stimulation of the private forest owner to practice
"better forestry. Special divisions of the State Forest Organizations are
sometimes devoted to this single purpose. The work is done through means
of written ard oral advice to the owners of small woodlots as well as large
private owners, or the estahlishment of demonstration forests under State
management which offer excellent illustrations in practical cutting, plant-
ing, and thinning.
4. Education and Extension. An in5)ortant function of all State Forest
Services is to educate the general public including school children, re-
garding the necessity of more and better forests. This is done in various
ways, through radio, after luncheon talks, exhibits at state and county
fairs, and the distribution of publications. Some states have even gone as far
as to add forest study to the public school curriculum.
5. Cooperation with the Federal Government and with Private Organizations
and Fire Protection in the growth and distribution of trees in the state
and In woodlot forestry. Under certain conditions, the Federal Government
contributes funds to the various states for these activities. Also, the
individual states may cooperate in fire protection.
County, Town, and Community Forests are closely connected with the
state forests in that they are established >y law and carry on the same
functions but are owned and managed by Coimty, Town, or Community. This
type of forest ownership received considerable Impetus during the decade
at the close of World ^arl. The city of Fitchburg, iassachusetts, claims

to have established the first Town Forest of a state lam in 1914. Figures
"by Tillitson show that there are 801 town and municipal forests in the
United States with a total acreage of 473,000,
1
STATE CONSSI^YATIOIT HIO GRAMS
The foregoing history of the National picture of land ownership
and conservational practices has heen necessary because it has heen upon
this foundation "Uiat the conserrational movement has "been huilt in the
Northeastern section, A state "by state study of this area will bring
out more clearly the truth of this statement,
MAINE
Of all our Northeastern states, Maine has probably suffered least
from the ravages of forest depletion. This may be due in part to the
general topography which renders much of the state inaccessible to general
cutting, and also to the geologic processes which have left a shallow
non-to-fertile soil for agricultural use.
Today, over sixty-five per-cent of the state's land area is woodland.
The Northern and Central parts almost entirely so and only the coastal plain
and vall^ bottoms of the navigable rivers open to intensive agricultureor
industrialization. The area hardest hit by commercial interests lies in
the sheltered drainage basins of the Kennebec, Androscoggin, and Penobscot
rivers, from which all of the stat^ pulp wood supply has been taken.
One-half of the state has never felt the cut of the commercial axe. With
these facts in mind it is clearly understanda"ble why Maine has considered
fires and diseases the foremost enemies of her coniferous domain. It is
along these lines that the state has necessarilj built her conservation
program. The private corporations have shown a wise interest in entering
whole-heartedly into the program of reforest ration.
Prom 1825, when over 3,000,000 acres of valuable timber was consumed
by fire, up to the past year in which 250,000 acres with a property loss of
2*000,000 were burned, this menace has been ever present. Figures for

the state have shown a yearly averag-e of fifty fires and a property loss
of over
.fl, 000, 000.
In 1891, a law was passed which made the state land agent Forest
Commissioner, and required him to collect forest statistics, take precau-
tions against forest fires, and make an annual report as a "basis for pre-
venting forest fires. The state, in 1909, created an administrative dis-
trict entitled the Maine Forest District, including eight of the Northern
counties comprising atout 9,500,000 acres, in which an annual forestry
tax is collected of one and a half mills on a dollar, now yielding annually
$83,000, which is spent mostly for Forest Fire Prevention. In addition, th€
state received from the United States in 1916, under the Weeks* law :|8,000.
The Commissioner establishes suhdistricts in the Forest "District,
appoints a chief Forest Fire Warden for each and such numher of deputies as
are necessary to patrol their districts, have the power of sheriffs in
enforcing the law, and may summon citizens to assist in extinguishing
forest fires. In addition to the separate tax there is an annual state
payment of $17,000 of which *10,000 is for puhlic instruction in Forestry.
During recent years a great deal has "been done toward safe guarding
Maine's timher wealth from fires. In the Maine District, with aid of the
Federal Government, a system of fire protection has been adopted which
compares favorahly with that of any other state, although it is admittedly
far from adequate*
There are slightly more than fifty-eight mountain lookout stations
in the state and of this numher twenty-one are equipped with a steel tower.
It is expected that soon all wooden towers will he replaced hy those of
steel. These towers are equipped with up-to-date telephone service and
since World Warll, and in view of the last fall's holocast, the radio pressed
I
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into serrice. The hydroplane, due to Maine's vast inland water system, has
found its place and is fast becoming a necessary part of forest fire fight-
ing equipment.
A strict cooperation "between Fe'^eral and Private enterprise has "been
& successful part of this program. They have joined hands not only in
actual comhat, hut also each year the Kennehec Valley Protective Associatioq
alone examplifies this spirit hy conducting a costly state-wide forest
saftey education program.
The railroads have cooperated with a comprehensive program which calls
for:
1. A thorough inspection of mechanical equipment, front ends and ashpans,
after each trip to ensure maximum protection against locomotive-started fire|3.
2. Maintenance regulations requiring the cleaning of grass, weeds, and
other inflammahle materials from the right of way each year.
3. An educational program to instruct employees in the up-to-date methods
of fire protection and fin-hting.
4. Distribution of forest fire warnings all along the line.
5. Tank cars are equipped with forest fire fighting equipment to aid
in comhatting fires that may he in or near their jurisdiction.
Maine's private citizenry has entered spiritedly into this program
and private equipment, hoats, and trucks have heen made available in times
of emergency.
In view of last year's fires it coulrl easily he construed that this
system was quite inefficient. This is not, however, the case though admitti
edly not adequate for the vast territory to be patrolled, Maine's forest
fire prevention program has long been considered one of the best in the
country. In trying to fit the 1947 disaster into its rightful place, it
f
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must "be said that the unusual dryness of this area, due to lack of rainfall,
was in part the greatest single cause, rather than any inefficiency of its
fire fighting program.
In the field of forest ownership, Maine long has recognized the im-
portance of puhlic ownership and a "beginning in this direction has "been made
Ahout 32,000 acres, principally of cut over land has "been purchased as a
part of the Y/hite Mountain National Forest. Also, reserves such as Mt,
Katahdin and Mt Desert Island, plus scattered experimental stations have bee
acquired. Under state protection has "been added some 400,000 acres of
forest lands within the "boundaries of unorganized townships and plantations.
Although the forests of Maine generally are regarded as self-seeding,
a nursery system has "been established to provide trees for those areas
which have "been deforested completely hy axe or fire. 1916 was the first
year in which field planting was carried out. In that year 175,000 young
trees were distributed and since then 500,000 have been grown annually.
Other advancements in the field of forest conservation aside from
those already cited have been in the fight against forest diseases. The
White Pine Blister Rust is the most feared of these as it attacks the
White Pine, Maine's fastest growing commercial tree. Information concern-
ing this disease has been wide spread at the state's expense, and a pro-
gram installed which has been irradicating the currant and gooseberry plants
within the state. The initial move is left to the discretion of the
private owner and if he does not act, the State Forestry Department is
!
authorized to step in and do the job at the owners expense. The State
j
Nursery Inspector has been given the power to carry out tours of inspection
near his station and put into practice any policies he deems prudent to
safeguard the State Ntarseries.
»
n
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To prevent transportation of this disease into or out of the state,
immigration officials and state Itunher inspectors have "been authorized
to prohi"bit the movement of any lumher or flora which may Ido carriers of
the White Pine Blister Rust* Extensive research in this field has "been
carried out at the state lahoratories and it is felt that this disease
is well within the limit of safety control. At pres nt only a few isolated
areas in York, Cumherland and Hancock counties are considered dangerous.
From this picture, it can "be seen that although the forests of
Maine have suffered from unsound usage they have not, however, reached the
crisis stage which has "been the case of some other states. Present prac-
tices are sufficient, with the possihle exception of fire protection, to
warrant the annual cutting of 600,000,000 "board feet of spruce each year,
I
and the forest commission reports that it is safe to reckon that there will I
I
he from 11,000,000 to 12,000,000 acres of land in the state that will be
lumher producing for all time*
mi HAMPSHIRB
The entire conservation movement for the state of New Hanrpshire
resulted proT5a"bly from the anxiety of influential outside visitors to the
Granite State, that New Hanrpshire was losing its pleasing "Green Look" which
long has heen the "basis of her prof ita"ble tourist industry. As late as
1 1927, J. W. Tourney, one of the leading forest experts in liew England, stateoj.
I
"New Hampshire is the most "backward state in New England in establishing
a "body of forest laws under which private forestry can he profitably under-
taken." His interest in aiding the private owner was justifiable in that
4,671,693 acres are in the hands of individuals who have been butchering
timber lots and leaving trails of fire and "bush, thus proving that they
should never have been in the woods operating business. These same
fi
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individuals, when equipped with portable mills, practiced intensive clear
cutting of second growth forests. In this state as in many others the
small woodlot owner sells his wood for a lump sum to a portable mill
operator. It is exceptional when a contract is drawn in detail stating
vhat trees shall or shall not be cut and requiring reasonable care to leave
young growth in healthy conditions. Written contracts usually permit the
purchaser to remove all sawable timber or wood on the lot with no reference
to saving reproduction of young trees, or provide restricted areas where
no cutting shall be done. As a result, the land has been usually stripped
of forest growth and has little or no value for many years there-after.
This almost universal practice of clean cutting pine stands is a great
mistake. With the possibility of becoming deforested, with the exception
of out of the way places, the state struck its course of action* A Forest
Department was organized in 1909 and the Foresters and their assistants
immediately made themselves acquainted with the State's needs. For the
past twenty-five years efforts have been made in the state to adjust forest
tsucation. Tax legislature enactment to encourage owners to keep their
woodlands productive, however, has apparently not been satisfactory judging:
from the small acreage classified f.^) under this law.
The Forest Department, in cooperation with the Society for the Protection
of the New Hampshire Forests, one of the most distinguished Forestry
Organizations in the United States, has done much in an educational way
in an attempt to awaken the people of New Hampshire to the seriousness
of their forest problem. An intensive program of purchasing forested areas,
as well as barren areas, has been and still is in effect.
Today, public ownership totals 760,000 acres of forest lands or nearly'
1
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sixteen per cent of the total land area of the state. Of this amount, aboui
f
20,000 acres are em'braced in town forests,, 40,000 acres in state forests
and resenrations and nearly 70,000 in the White Mountain National Forests.
Towns, the earliest possessors of forest lands, ohtaired their forests
either as allotted lands, gifts, through tax delinquency, or through purchases
The state in the "beginning possessed a few scattered tracts. It received
Its first figt of forests in 1891» The outstanding acquisition of scenic
alue was the purchase of Crawford Notch in 1911, From 1915 to 1930, the
increase in future forest ownership was mainly through gifts. The only
irapcrtant purchase heing that of Franconia Notch, acquired jointly "by the
state and the Society of Protection of New Hampshire Forests. During 1935
|
to 1935, more than 4,000 acres of forest lands were acquired "by the state
either "by direct purchase or "by gift and it now owns 126 forests and reser-
vations, totaling 50,619 acres.
The regions heaviest lumber within the state lie in the White Mountain
Regions. The greater part of this region had been owned t»y the state.
But in 1867, (Governor Harriman sold it for a mere f26, 000 as a result
the Federal Government had to pay more than 16,000,000 in 1911 when it
I
purchased the region for a National Forest, now known as the White Mountain
National Forest, 32,000 of its total of 695,000 acres lie in Maine and
the remainder in the New Hampshire counties of Carroll, Coos, and Gafton.
Nursery operations consisted of growing forest planting stock of the
j
important native timber producing sioecies. This stock is sold to private
planters and since its inauguration has annually shown an increase of up-
wards to 35 per cent over the proceeding year. The importance of this work
was brought out in the New Hampshire 1945-1946 biennial report in which the
following planting was described. Red Pines totalling 8,000 set on the
Panemah Tract
"ty boy scouts under the direction of County Forester, Arthur
r
Cutter, 5000 White Spruce in semi-open hard woods on the Connecticut Lakes
Besenratiout and 200 tv?o-foot White Spruce were planted in road side open-
ings in the Crawford TTotch Reservations. The Laconia State School planted
2,800 Bed and White Pine on barren areas adjacent to the Franklin Dam. Five
cities and towns were given 75,500 trees for planting, educational grc?ups
consisting of "boys and girls cluhs, were given a total of 112,610 trees,
members of 4-H cluhs planted 77,135 trees and two acres of nursery area
were used "by the State Highway Department for holding and developing road
side stock*
The Fcrest Fire Control Department has heen set up in such a way that
all areas in the state are included in protective plans. Unlike the situations
in some other regions of the country, the efforts of the organization here
are directed to the operation and improvement of existing systems and con-
ditions. The Town Forest Fire Wardens with the deputies, crews, associa-
tions, and federations, continued to "be the bulwark of the system behind
which other support is built. Thus, the towns and the state working in
unison receive furthur assistance from such state agencies as the Fish and
Game Department and the Highway Department whose field personnel receive
appointments as special deputy forest fire wardens. The State Police also
give valuable assistance in the fields of fire investigations, radio com-
munication and traffic control during fires. The Federal Government too
cooperates, not only through the United States Forest Service, but also
"ttirough other divisions concerned in forest protections.
Tiraberland Owners Association and the railroads whose patrol and main-
tenance highway personnel, respectively, are appointed as special deputy
wardens. Volunteer effort is also an outstanding characteristic of this
system. The Department has also joined in the National effort under the au*
(
apices of the United States Forest Serrice to prevent forest fires "by the
distriljution of posters, stickers, "book marks and other forms of puhlicity
material. Fire Prevention Week has "been inaugurated and this week is high-
lighted with exhibitions of fire tools and prevention material which are
shown at the county fairs. Full window displays are prepared in the four
larger cities and many small displays are circulated in the towns. Up-to-
date equipment has teen continually purchased hy the Department and resold to
towns on a fifty-fifty "basis. Portable radio apparatus, which was first used
by the New England Forest Snergency Project after the 1938 hurricane, has
been purchased in quantities and distributed throughout the state.
The advent of V/orld War II prevented the procurement of additional
equipment in appreciable quantities but the realization is that the establish-
ment of a state wide communication system should be constructed as rapidly as
possible.
Demonstrations have been conducted to illustrate methods of controlling
fires without the use of water but by trenching and burning out. An in-
tensified program for training of fire fighting crews of supervisory personnjil
is working smoothly. There are thirty-one lookout stations scattered through-
out the forested regions of the state. These have aided greatly in the spot*
i
ting of fires and the directing of crews to these areas with minimum loss of
time. They also serve as a point of interest to the public. In 1946,
41,283 visitors were registered.
Control of the V/hite Blister Rust Disease is one of the most important
protective measures in the program of better forest management. For New
Hampshire, since colonial days, the White Pine has been the revenue tree.
Today, even though a mere shadow of its majestic past, it persists northward!
along the many valleys and mountain sides covering an area equal to about 30
i
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per cent of the State's present day forest area, "but what Is more important
is that from this 30 per cent of the State's forest area, comes more than
77 per cent of the annual lumher cut. That White Pine has "been ahle to sur-
vive and contrihute so long to the economic welfare of TIew Hampshire is due,
in no small measure, to certain natural characteristics. It is a prolific
seeder and rapidly demonstrates an ahility to thrive on a variety of soils,
even on lands not suitable for general agriculture. There is no other soft
wood in this Tv^ortheastern region which grows so rapidly or adds so much to
the yearly volume per acre. This seeding indicates that ^^ite Pine will
continue to hold its own as an important lumher producer if given adequate
protection and reasonable good management. The State's "biggest problem in
control of the ^Tiite Pine Blister Eust Disease, most deadly of all diseases
which attack this important commercial tree. Is due to the distruhance of
the soil brought about by logging. This soil disturbance has resulted in
the regrowth of wild currant and gooseberry bushes which carry the Blister
Rust Disease. It is, therefore, important that ^'hite -fine areas, especially
1
the younger stands, be re-examined five to eight years after the first work-i
ing in order that these new bushes be located and there destruction effected!
The Federal Government, considering the 'iThite Pine a national asset, has
given generous assistance over a considerable period to those states con-
cerned in Blister Piust Control. However, this past liberal financial
cooperation is not likely to continue unless the ?niite "^ine growing state
exhibits equal interest in the future of this tree. Such interest must take
the form of more adequate appropriations for the protection of V/hite Pine
from the Blister Rust disease. Returns made to the state forester by
forty-nine tov?ns in 1945 indicated appropriations totaling *14,009. Althoug)
this is a low figure, it is a gigantic increase over past years. Prior to
((
the opening of the control season, which comes al)Out May 1, inquiries were
directed to the officials who were cooperating in other towns in order to
determine prevailing local wage rates for unskilled lahor. It was found
that war industries had ahsorhed all availahle lahor and considerahle
difficulty in many towns was experienced in obtaining sufficient men to make
up a standard crew.
Since 1932, there has "been in use throughout the state a system of
mapping and scouting which might he termed mapping for preliminary Blister
Rust eradication. Briefly, this system has for its ohjective: 1. The
location of White Pine Areas; 2. The elimination of crew work wherever
possible with result in lower cost; 3. Excluding some control work areas
where '^'hite Pine is absent or insufficient to warrant the cause of control;
4. Production of a map which would serve as a guide when a re-examination
and subsequent rev/orking of the area might be necessary.
For the most part mapping of -//hite Pine and control areas has been con-
ducted during the fall, winter, and early spring months by a small force of
men especially trained in this technique, ^liile some state and town funds '
have been available for this program, it has been financed for the most part;
by Federal funds. With the aid of a small box compass to determine bearings:
of lines etc., and by-]"assing as a means of measurement, maps of surprising
accuracy have been obtained at a low cost per area. While this program
of mapping was designed solely for use in 'i!/hite Pine Blister Rust control,
the details recorded have been found to be of great value in the preparation
of town purpose maps and for other public economic studies. ^ the end of
1944, mapping has been conducted, although not completely in every case, in I
about 159 townships. This area survey totaled 1,494,258 acres. In additionL
278,946 acres were eliminated from mapping and control due to insufficient
(a
pine. "During the past few years considera'ble research has "been conducted iij
order to determine the extent to which an aerial photograph can he used as
an aid to forest mapping in the field of ?/hite Pine Blister Rust ^^"ontrol.
Although the state is making gigantic strides in the control of this disease,
it is felt that the state and tovms should make larger appropriations than
formerly, since the Federal Government cannot he expected to continue its
support as on the same general scale as in the past.
Aside from the dreaded White Pine Blister Hust there has heen many out-|
hreaks of forast pests and diseases in different parts of the state which
have had to be comhatted. x\mong these are:
1. The White Pine Weevil—This mative insect has no douht caused as great
a loss as any forest pest "by the deformation of otherwise straight tiraher
pine. The outlook is for less weevil damage in the future as more pine
develops under the shelter of hardwood sprouts or cut-over ani hurricane
land. It has heen the practice on some lands under forest management to
carry on direct control hy removing and huming the freshly damaged tips
during July while the gruhs are working in the wooded hark. This decreases
the population of insects in a localized area that would otherv;ise attack
in another year.
2. V/hite Pine TTeedle Blight—A reddening of pine foliage, short needles and,
other ahnormal foliage has heen widely observed. Various aphids suck the
juices of the new shoot and in some cases are respons ible; in others, con-
ditions seem to he related to the weather. Research is still being carried
on in an attempt to ferret the exact cause and thus produce a cure.
3. Spruce Bud •/orm-~Much concern has been caused by the spread of this
infection in Eastern Canada and the fear that the insect v;ould reach Few
Hampshire in destructive numbers. Only scattered individuals of this
(c
insect, however, were collected in New Hampshire and all fronTlihe far FortHern
towns. To follow the course of this outhreak, perra.»nent plots were estahlished
in stands of Balsam fir at forty points in the state. These will he examined
each year to note the changes in insect population.
4. Bronze Birch Borer—The alarming extent of diehack of "birch, "believed
to he largely due to injury caused hy this insect, has occupied the attentior
of entomologists and pathologists in the ITortheast for many years. Sixty-
eight per cent of hoth Yellow and Paper Birch in Maine is reported dead or
dying. A similar situation exists in Northern New Hampshire and at hi^er
elevations in the White Mountains. A decadence of birch has heen in progress
for many years and there are prchahly many contributing causes; such as,
openings made hy cutting surrounding trees, weakening hy hurricanes and ice
storms, defoliage hy leaf-feeding insects and fungus attacks. A detailed
survey was made along the Connecticut Lakes "Road and it was estimated that
30 per cent of the older trees in the Southern half to 70 per cent in the
Northern were dead or dying. The only recommendations for control so far
advocated are keeping stands healthy, dense and cutting the hirch in advance
of or along with other species. Mature hirch should he cut and utilized and
no defective trees left as breeding places.
A large number of other insects and diseases have been present, some of
them extremely prominent hut do little actual damage. Others cause wide
spread loss that pass unnoticed in spite of spectacular advances that have
heen made in direct control of insects by spraying with DDT» Maintenance of
healthy trees and stands by forest management, working to keep natural con-
ditions, appears the best policy for permanent reduction of insect and di-
sease loss which mean expense.

YEEIMOOT
Vermont was originally almost entirely wooded. Of the 9,114 square
miles, approximately 9,000 sqiiare miles were covered with forests. By 1905,
there were approximately 3,500 square miles or 38.4^ of wooded area. Today,
in 1948, there are nearly 6,250 square miles or about two-thirds of the land
area of the state which support forest growth, "brush or abandoned farm lands
reverted to forests. What caused this rapid reforestation "between 1905 and
present days? It is an interesting study and goes hack to the twelfth state
agricultural report hy the State Board of Agriculture for the years 1891
and 1892 in which was stated: "If the forests of this country (Vermont)
had heen properly handled in the last forty years; that is, only mature
timher cut, the small growth s^ved and the fire kept out, there would have
teen nearly as much timher here now as then, and the land instead of being
worth from one to three dollars per acre would he worth from ten to twenty.
The practice has been indescriminate slaughter. This has left the timber
an easy prey to the fire which has proved to be a greater enemy to the fores
than the axe. After the fire has gone over Ihe land once it is likely to
run again and again as no care is taken to prevent it. For example: Take
a lot of land from which the timber was cut thirty-five years ago—the next
year a fire went over it, it came up to Red Cherry and Poplar as is in-
variably the case here. Last year the Poplar was cut and sold for pulp
makini^* leaving a good growth of small Pines, Spruce, Hemlock, and Birch,
showing what nature will do when left to herself. Take another lot of land
from which the mature timber, both hard and soft, was properly cut twenty-
five years ago, this time the fire was kept out. Last year it was cut again
and fully 8,000 board feet of good Spruce lumber was cut to the acre. In
twenty-five years more, a similar group can be cut. These two instances
(
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sighted have shown that nature wil] rehuild the harm done "by man if fire
is kept out, "but too often, as was early stated, fire after once hurning
over an area, is allowed to do so again without an attempt on the owner^s
part to check it, in that he feels the forest fire perpertrated a complete
loss upon his timher land."
The ramifications of this report were widespread throug-hout the State
and influential, farsig-hted husinessmen "brought ahout meetings and hearings
in the leading County and Municipal seats throur-hout the State and as a
result, Yermont^s conservational program was launched.
It was generally felt that land owned "by the State could "be hetter
cared for an "barren land of no use to private owners could "be purchased
at a low cost and "be reforested for the use of future generations. It was
along this line that the early conservational program proceeded. It was
not, however, until 1908 that state forests were lego-lized. In the fall
of 1909, the State Board of Agriculture and Forestry purchased the first
State forest of 450 acres in Plainfield. Today, there are twenty-four
State forests with a total area of 68,936 acres. The value of State forestj
is deemed of greater value than the money appropriated for the purchase.
It is felt that there are many benefits to "be derived from State forests,
some of which are in the following paragraph.
Private forestry practices is stimulated—For example: Adjacent to state
forests many land owners have ani are reforesting their idle land, seeding,
and thinning out their natural growth. The state can afford to wait
longer for a cutting of timber 1iian the individual. Large state forests
will insure a future tim'ber supply of large tim'ber and create a continuous
supply of raw material for permanent wood-using industries. Winter work
will be famished to many people. Large State forests will have an impor-
f
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tant effect upon erosion and stream flow. The state forests also serve
as recreational areas. There are many scenic areas along highways and
ahout waterfalls which can "be kept "beautiful if acquired ly the state. They
also offer area in which wild game refuges can he estahlished. It also
was felt early that there was hardly a city, village, or town in Vermont
hut v/hat had hundreds of acres of non-agricultural land that was producing
little value. It was desirahle, therefore, that these acres he set to work
by reforestation. There were other areas which supported second growth
timher hut in order to have these tracts produce the raore valuable kinds of
trees, wise forest management was needed. Because of this state vji6.e feeling
Municipal forests began to spring up until a respectable figure of 15,570
acres was under management of separate municipal, town, or village control.
To aid in this program, the State offered the services of a trt.ined forester
to' establish forests and also give advice in forest planting and management
to those Municipalities which already owned forests. One-half the purchase
price of municipal forest land up to t-600 in a biennial period, the state
also offered to pay providing the suitability of the land Wi,s approved by
the State Forester. Any surplus of the §600 not required for the purchase
of land could be used in the reforesting of the land. The money obtained
from the State was to be repaid from the sa.le of forest products from that
particular forest. Trees for reforestcition could be secured from the State
Forest Tree Nursery at a cost of little over one-half cent each. The
feasability of this program has proved itself in a forest yield annually as
high as twelve dollars net profit per acre.
In 1926, the consent of the state of Vermont was given to the United
States to ptirchase such lands in Vermont as a board consisting of the
Gtovernor, It. Governor, Attorney General, Commissioner of Agriculture, and
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state Forester should first approve. This resulted in the estaTDlishment of
the Green Mountain ITational Forests. The first ?>Tational f^'orest Land was
acquired in January, 1932, and purchasing of additional land has continued
to the present day.
As of July 1, 1947, 168,138 acres had "been purchased of the proposed
485,000 acres. Under the acts of Congress, twenty-five per cent of the
gross receipts from the national forests are paid hack to the State and
redistrilDUted to the towns in proportion to the acreage of National Forests
in the respective tovm. However, private ownership still owned "by far the
largest area of forested land in the state. It was, therefore, necessary
for the state to set up a program hy which direct aid could "be given to
these private owners v/ho were interested in perpetuating their tiraher lands.
This was done largely in conjunction with the United States Agriculture
Department through special acts of Congress. The follov/ing program included
1. The extension of the Clark McNary Act which provided for cooperative
protection against forest insects and diseases on private as well as State
owned lands.
2» This act further authorized the furnishing of tree seeds and seedlings
to all land owners.
3* Additional legislation also authorized the estahlishment of cooperative
sustained units to enahle sustained yield managemant of intermingled puhlic
and private holdings conditional upon management and v/oods practices approved
by the Secretary of Agriculture.
4. Provision for a forest creAit system to make long term low interest
rate loans to private forest operators throu^ facilities already availahle
was initiated.
5. The extension and intensification of cooperative protection against
L
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fire on private and state awned forest lands was made possi"ble throng
increased authorization of the Clark McNary Act. The State passed legislation
providing for proper State, County, and District fire protection and regula-
tions governing minimum forestry practices to "be administrated if approved
"by the Secretary of Agriculture.
6. Additional Legislation authorized cooperation v;ith the State in
encouragement and development of farm forest cooperatives including financia .
aiding and huilding, operating forestry industries, and woodworking plants.
7. Funds were set aside for research of forest products and forest manage-
ment through cooperation with existing State agencies. Agriculture Colleges
and Puhlic Schools,
The latest aid to private owners "by the state was in the form of the
Norris-T)oxey Farm Forestry Program v.hich was started in June, 1941. This
has increased the numher of farm foresters to meet the grov/ing demand "by
small land owners for assistance in the management of their forest lands
and sale of forest products. It also changed the title of Farm Foresters
to County Foresters and their district set up on a County "basis. These
now called County Foresters are located in twelve counties. The work
of the County Foresters is directed hy the State Forester and the work
inspected twice each year hy a representative of the United States Forest
Service to see that Federal funds are properly expended and that the field
work done justifies the expenditures. The main objective of this forestry
program is to encourage private owners to so manage their forest lands that
a good stand of timher is left for the next cut; that revenue is ohtaine'l
as often as possible in order to reduce interest charges and pay current
taxes; that maple orchards are maintained and improved; and that in general
the level of productivity of forest lands in the State be increased and
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stabilized when an optimum has "been achieved. The County Forester also
advises and assists municipal officials in the management of Municipal
forests in accordance with the law and administers state forest lands within
his county.
Another important trend in conservation hy the state of Vermont has
"been in the line of reforestation. Some of ihe earliest plantings were made
in 1880 on the Billings Estate in Woodstock. Not until 1906, however, did
the State have a law establishing a State Nursery to furnish seedlings to
land owners for reforestation. In the spring of 1907, the State distributed
30,000 White Pine and 5,000 Black Locusts. Since that date, over 31,000,000
trees have been planted on idle acres in Vermont. The chief reason for
planting trees, they feel, are economic ones. Idle land is a liability;
with forests an asset. Forests are Ihe source of lumber, pulp v/ood and
other necessities which through long years of use have become a necessary
part of civilization. Through the process of harvesting and converting
the products of the forest into usable articles, thousands of people are
employed annually. Forests also aid in control of waters. In other words,
forests are wealth and every intelligent effort to add to them by planting
new forests on land unsuitable for other purposes is farsighted economy.
The Nurseries within the state are inspected annually and certified
in accordance with Vermont law and in compliance with such federal regu-
lations as are imposed on the state for the purpose of restricting so far
as possible the distribution of serious disease and noxious insects so
as to insure healthy plants for sale both within and without the state.
In general, the Nurseries of Vermont are in healthy condition and are a
credit to the operators as well as a source of revenue to the owners. This
inspection service has widened and developed since its inception in 1908.
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The White Pine forests of Vermont have always heen a great asset to the
state, a source of revenue to the owners and a foundation for some of the
leading industries. The arch enemy of this type of timher is the V/hite
Pine Blister Rust. This disease was introduced into this country from
Europe at ahout the turn of the century. Some of this original infested
stock was planted at various places in Vermont and from this source the
disease has spread until we now find the damage scattered wherever we find
the White Pine growing.
Control in Vermont has "been accomplished hy a cooperative program
which has included the State Forest Service, the United States Department
of Agriculture, towns and individuals. While the major portion of the
expense of the program has "been horne by the Federal and State Governments,
the continued cooperation of towns and individuals has been essential to
the continued success of the program. Under this cooperative program,
the pine areas of the state have heen laid out and the currants and goose-
"berries have been eradicated from many of the control areas. Since 1918,
over 711,000 acres have been worked and nearly 16,000,000 currants and
gooseberry plants have been removed. In the past four years, thirty-
seven towns have appropriated sums varying from olOO to S400 for carrying
on the work in their towns. The total of such appropriations has amounted
to S19,400. In addition, pine owners have contributed ^1,167 in the same
period. It will take several years longer before the control work is com-
pleted on the remaining 380,000 acres which have never been eradicated
but the results accomplished by the eradication thus far are most encouraging
While the ^Tiite Pine Blister Eust is the leading disease, there are others
which have proved most disasterous to the State's forests and it is felt
that in general the best method of control of these serious pests seem
>
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to "be to keep the forests in good vigorous growing condition. Eecent method
have included, the spraying of DDT from the air and it has proved very
successful in covering large amounts of area and getting at heretofore
inexces3il)le regions.
The Vermont Forest Service maintains twenty-four fire lookout towers,
which are manned during the months when fires are likely to occur. The
Vermont Tiraherland Owners Association assesses themselves annually on
a per acre hasis to assist in fire prevention. They spend, under the
direction of the State Forester, ahout ^4,000 annually in paying for lookout
watchmen and patrolmen. The responsihility for the suppression of forest
fires rests with the towns. There are ahout 300 town Fire Wardens who are
appointed hy the State Forester. The State reimhurses the town for one-
half of their fire fighting costs. The most serious hazard to a forest
is fire. Vermont is fortunate in having the climate which normally pro-
vides a low fire hazard. Over ninety-five per cent of the fires are caused
hy human carelessness and are, therefore, preventahle. The only fires which
are not considered preventable are the ones caused hy lightning and Vermont
has comparitively few of these fires. During the past ten years, the per-
centage of forest area which has turned over has averaged .06^. This
standard of forest fire control compares favorably with that of any other
state in the country hut it is felt that much can still "be done to cut down
the number of fires which do occur.
An overall picture shows that giant strides have been taken forward
in the field of conservation of the Vermont Forests but it is felt that
still more can be done and that the best method is through conservation
education and that this subject be given careful consideration in the state
j
normal schools and all public schools. This should be a major objective and
8
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if acconrplished will aid in preserving the oo"b3 of more than 30,000
Vermonters, who are dependent upon liie forest resources for jobs which pay
$20,000,000 in annual wages.
WKV YORK
As we have seen, the chief aim of the early settlers to enlarge the
size of their farms regardless of whether or not they were in a position
to put the timher which had to "be removed to a profitable use, was re-
sponsible for excessive overcutting of New York's original magnificent fores
growth. The remaining virgin timber which had escaped the axe of the
settler rapidly deteriorated under a joint attack by forest fires and
insects. This led to the early establishment of forest conservation. In
1885, there was established a State Forest Preserve in an attempt to con-
trol forest fire losses. The acquisition of this State Forest Preserve in
the Adirondacks and Catskills helped direct public attention to the forest
fire situation, but it was not until the great fires of 1903 and 1908 ^'hich
burned over more than 850,000 acres in the Adirondacks that the public's
conscience was aroused to an extent which resulted in a more nearly adequat<
form of forest conservation. This explains adequately enough the early
reason for fire protection but it was not the answer to other means of
forest conservation. The migration of people from Uew York was greatly
exhilarated after the Civil 'Var so that, between 1880 and 1930, the area
actually in farms within the state was reduced by 4,920,000 acres. Other
factors causing this reduction of approximately 100,000 acres a year were
lower group due to soil depletion, more intensive farming on the joint
lands, as well as the introduction of the mowing machine, tractors, and
other removal equipment. The farms left vacant generally passed into
the hands of other people "but because of their decreased productiveness.
t
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caused improper methods of farming and soil erosion, many of them were
occupied as farms only for a very short period thereafter. From the
agricultural standpoint, almost the entire 4,920,000 acres could be classed
as either abandoned or idle land. This was the deciding factor in a highly
active, state-wide conservation movement with reforestation of this
abandoned land coupled with adequate forest fire protection as the major
objectives. Previous to 1899, with the exception of a very few small
plantations made by progressive land owners with imported planted stock or
with small trees dug from neighborir^ forests, no forest plantations had
been established anywhere in the state. That year, the New York State
College of Forestry, then having jurisdiction over a tract of state land
at Axton, established the first coniferous tree nursery and made the earlies
planting on state land. "During the next two years, other plantings were
made on forest preserve land in the Adirondacks and Cat ski lis with plant-
ing stock furnished from the Axton Fursery. In 1902, small forest
nurseries were established at Brown's Station and at Lake Clear in Franklin
County. The original puiTJOse of these nurseries was to produce trees for
planting on state forest preserve land. This example of planting by the
state in the Adirondacks area gave impetus to a wave of pl&nting by private
land owners. Chief among these was the Delaware and Hudson Bailroad
Company who established its own nursery and began extensive plantings, "nur-
ing the first seven years of the twentieth century, the reforestation of
State Forest Preserve land was continued with trees purchased from abroad
and with those produced at the Lake Clear Fursery. Later, the problem
of what to do with these abandoned and idle farm lands began to be con-
sidered by state agencies interested in reforestation and land use. These
agencies supplemented by the agricultural extensive service, boy scouts*
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4H Clubs, and other civic organizations, iDegan with the means at their
disposal to arouse interest in reforestation among the private land owners
of the state. Progressive farmers hegan to make small plantations on the
low-grade portions of their farm. Some communities were induced to es-
tatlish Community Forests on the water sheds of their municipal water
supplies. Since 1908, the Conservation Department has hsen distrituting
nursery stock from the State Nurseries at cost to private owner for
planting on their lands within the state. For a tine after 1910, the
increased demand for planting stock from these sources seem to indicate
that the idle land situation outside of the Adirondacks and Catskills
would eventually he taken care of through private initiative. This in-
crease in private planting in the state was steady until ahout 1927, at
which time private owners were reforesting approximately 18,000 acres
annually while the state was reforesting only an additional 4,000 acres.
The total production of trees for planting on state and private land in
1926 was ahout 22,000,000, At the end of that year there remained
only ahout 2,000 acres of forest preserve land suitahle for planting hut
not yet reforested. The situation, therefore, at the end of 1928, was
that the forest preserve was substantially all in forest growth and that
elsewhere private owners were reforesting only ahout 18,000 acres per year
or ie% of their reported annual abandonment for each of the preceeling
twenty-five years. The next step was for the state to purchase as much
as possible of this abandoned farm land and put it to extensive reforesta-
tion. Under authority, granted by the laws of 1929 to the Conservi;,tion
Department, itnnediate steps were taken to expand the nurseries and to
acquire suitable areas for planting, and in the fall of that year 1,660,000
trees were planted on newly acquired areas. In order to provide for a
{
definite and continuing program of state reforestation, the Reforest
Commission developed a plan which was incorporated in a constitutional amend
ment mandating the legislature to provide funds for the acquisition and
reforestation "by the state of 1,000,000 or more acres of idle land within
a period of fifteen years. Additional land was acquired and more nurseries
set up making a total of six in the state, '-i-'his constitutional amendment
authorized the acquisition of reforestation areas outside of the Adirondacks
and Catskill Parks. Headquarters were set up in each district and each
District Forester was allotted money with which to hegin the acquisition
of suhmarginal lands. This plan provided for the annual land acquisition to
start at 40,000 acres in 1930 and increase until it reached a maximum of
100,000 acres in 1954. Likewise the area to "be reforested annually was to
begin at 10,000 acres in 1930 and increase to 100,000 acres in 1940.
Actually, on September 30, 1931, a total of 69,112 acres in 73 different
areas had "been placed under contract and the planting of 27,678,000 trees
had completed the planting on a total of 3:5,440 acres. In other words,
the program at that time was 8,440 acres ahead of the schedule. It looke<?
for a time as if the depression would necessarily curtail the continuance
of this program, hut fortunately, however, the advent of the 0. c. C. had
resulted in the assignment of a number of C. C. C, Camps for vyork on the
reforestation program. Starting v/ith t^.o reforestation C, C. C. Clamps
in 1933, the ntamher of camps assigned for work on these areas increased
from 13 in 1934 to 28 by April 1, 1935. Since 1935, all land acquisition
has been confined to the areas lying within the working circles of operating
C. C. C Camps. This has resulted not only in additional reforestation
work being done without cost to the state but also has greatly consolidate!
state reforestation area holdings. As of September 30, 1941, a total of
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485,150 acres of sulDmarginal farm lands consisting of 346 acres located in
53 different coimties has "been acquired or placed under contract, and the
planting of 262, 583»483 trees on these areas has completed initial reforest-
ation operations on 340,107 acres. In sumraing up the progress of reforest-
ation in New York State as a whole "between 1901 and 1941, the state has
planted an additional 83,760,150 trees on lands other than reforestation
areas iwhile during the same period there has heen planted hy individuals,
corporations, municipalities and semi-public organizations, 278,147,000
trees, ^hese plantings together vjith those referred to on the reforest-
ation areas total 624,490,633 trees, an average of approximately 15,600,000
trees per year for the last forty years. V/hen it is realized that a
thousand trees is generally sufficient to plant at least one acre the
total of approxi'-ately 620,000 acres of public and private forest planta-
tions in the state is truly iupressive.
Because of the fact that most of the reforestation areas were located
in well settlai communities and were grouped "by many puhlic highways,
it was necessary to safeguard the plantations from fire particularly
during their early life. The first important step in fire protection
was the estahlishment of plowed fire lines located along either side of
the more traveled highways. These forest lines consisted of shallow
furrows made hy a heavy plow drawn hy a tractor and have heen maintained
Toy harrowing during subsequent years. Tlie initial policy was to divide
the planted areas into units of ahout fifty acres hut as the program
advanced, experience indicated that areas of 100 acres would give a satis-
factory degree of protection. The fire line program started with forty-
five miles constructed in 1930. The mileage has since increased to 1,912
miles in 1941. To safeguard against losses resulting from hunters or

others using the areas for recreation, a standard sign stating that the
areas were planted with trees to produce tiraher and cautioning the user to
"be careful with fire was designed and since 1930, has heen posted around
the "boundaries of all the lands acquired, ^'-ith the coming of the ^, C. C.
in 1933, fire control was very much improved with the addition of water
holes, through tr^^ils and forest fire ohservation stations constructed
"by that organization. As a further precaution during times of extremely
high fire hazards, patrolmen have "been employed to supplement the fire
protection facilities. In addition, they have heen useful in protecting
the areas from trespassers and in some instances, it has "been necessary to
put them on for a period preceef'ing the holidays in order to prevent the
theft of trees suitable for Christmas Tree use. Another phase of forest
fire protection cams into use in 1933 when a large amount of free lahor
was available during the winter months through cooperation with temporary
emergency relief administration. This phase resulted in cleaning of the
forests hy getting rid of much hlowndown and dead timber which littered large
areas and which was of no use and posed only as a breeding ground for diseas
insects. This not only helped the forest fire situation but opened up the
possibility of beginning the work of forest stand ioiprovement in areas of
overcut forests and natural second growth.
While control of fires and reforestation of barren lands were the
early branches of conservation practiced in this state, another, that is
control of disease and insect pests, has rapidly come to the foreground
during the last decade. In 1931, the Bureau of Forest Pest Control under-
took the supervision of disease and insect control on the before mentioned
reforested areas. In order to protect the White Fine plantings from the
White Pine Blister "Rust, standard methods of eradicating the various
60
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species of currants and gooseljerries in and surrounding all White Pine
|
plantations were "begun in 1931 and have "been carried on as is necessary
ever since that time. Standard methods have "been "borrowed largely from
the successful program carried on in the adjacent state of Vermont, The
result to date has been that the many millions of V/hite Pine trees planted
on reforestation areas in all sections of the state have "been safe from
material damage from this disease.
As the area of plantations increasedt outhreaks of insect pests
peculiar to the species planted, began to appear. Among the first was the
White Pine Weevil in 1934. This insect attacked the terminal shoot of the
young ^hite Pine trees when they are about five years old. Beginning
in 1934, control methods consisting of the cutting and removal of infested
leaders and the catching of the adult beetles have been practice! in all
¥/hite Pine plantations where the weevil appeared. These practices have
been continued in each plantation until the trees became too high for the
effecient removal of the leaders. In ad lition to control by this method,
white pines have besn generally planted on the reforestation areas in
spacing not closer than six by six in order to exhilarate recover^'- after
weeviling. Local, but sometimes, severe insects of larch Sawfly, Saropean
Sawfly, and the White Pine Sawfly appeared in 1926. The Larch Sawfly
appeared again in 1937 and the Le Conte Sawfly appeared in 1938. Experimental
control of these sawflys, by both spraying and dusting, has been attempted
but to date no methods which can be accomplished at reasonable cost has
been developed. The possibilities of the control of these sawflys by
liberation of parasites is being investigated. Some damage to isolated
plantations has resulted from the depredation of porcupines and in other
localities pine grosbeaks and squirrels have injured the terminal buds*
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The state of New York has also shown an interest in up-to-date forest
management with definite instructions for the guidance of the district
foresters and other employees. Silvicultural operations, including all im-
provement cuttings, such as thinnings, prunings, release cuttings, removal
of slash and dead tim"ber, have "been extensively practiced. Conservation laws
have also "been passed to authorize the Conservation Commission to sell the I
trees, timher and other forest products upon the reforestation areas.
Through this practice, the forests have not only "been kept producing neces-
sary timher hut have also "been a means of helping to finance the extensive
reforestation program carried out in this state. Thought has heen given
also to the future and recommendations have heen prepared hased on a care-
ful review of all of the pertinent facts relating to land use which have
"been compiled to date. It is hoped that these recomnendations will "bring
ahout a larger reclaiming of "barren lands and once more place New York
forests in a condition so that future generations will not he compelled
to import 90 per cent of their necessary timher.
PB]?INSYLYANIA
Evrer since the days of VJilliam Penn, forest conservation has heen
spoken 6f occasionally hut it was not until 1898 that a need of complete
forest reclamation was reco^jnized. In that year, the commonwealth made its
first purchase for the protection of a forest area. Through various admin-
istrations additional acreage has heen acquired. By 1940, there were 56
State Forests containing 1,651,979 acres of woodland. Although early cut-
tings had greatly deforested the state, it was early recognized that man was
not the foremost enemy of Pennsylvania's forests. As late as 1920, it was
estimated that at least 5,000,000 acres of forest soil in Pennsylvania was
kept in a waste condition hy fire and that the total annual loss to the
I
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commonwealth was as mach as *100,000,000. Therefore, it is conceivahle why-
forest fire has "been considered hy the people of Pennsylvania as the forest*
numher one enemy and it is upon this "belief that the conservational mea-
sures have "been promoted. "Stop forest fires and Pennsylvania's forests
will maintain theraselvest" has "been the slogan of many conservj.tion leaders.
This slogan has often fallen upon deaf ears and private owners who control
85 per cent of Pennsylvania's forests have too infrequently taken steps to
prevent their forests from hurning. It was because of this well-recog:nized
fact that the commonwealth took measures to protect its own interests hy
providing measures to comhat fires throughout the state. This policy has
been expressed in law and provision has been made for a state forest organ-
ization but at no time has there been sufficient money appropriated or al-
lotted to equip the organization or to complete it and make it fully
effective, ".^ith the "^1,000,000 appropriated by the 1921 General Assembly ai
approved by the Governor, it became possible to expand the State Forest Or-
ganization and to develop it to suit the conditions in different parts of
the commonwealth. Steel fire towers have been built so that almost the en-
tire forest area within the commonwealth is under constant observation dur-
ing the fire seasons, for fires will start and they must be detected promptl
Because of Pennsylvania's climatic conditions and the forest conditions two
seasons during the year have developed when forest fires become so coromon
that until recently it was generally believed that fire and smoke were
natural parts of the season. Consequently these towers have been manned
during these two periods or in other words two or three months each spring
and fall. Each tower is connected by telephone so that the existence of
a fire may be reported at once to the next forest fire warden. This has
necessitated the building of approximately 850 miles of telephone line.
0
1
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Eadios In many of the tov;ers are supplementing telephone service. There arc
almost four thousand forest fire wardens, including State Foresters, State
Forest Rangers, State Game Protectors, special wardens and local Forest
Fire Wardens. Eveiy State Policeman is also a forest fire warden. Towermea,
Inspectors, Patrolmen, and Fire Bosses are chosen from the local wardens.
Each fire "boss is expected to have a regular fire crew of from ten to twent}
men. Most of the wardens who have crews are now supplied with fire-fierhtin^
tools. This organization tries not only to extinguish forest fires proraptlj
tut also to eliminate the causes of forest fires hy having hazards cleaned
up and hy educating the people generally to appreciate the forest and to "be
careful with fire in and near them. This organization, with the exception
of the State Police and the Game Protectors, is under the direction of the
Chief Forest Fire Warden, who in turn is under the direction of the Secre-
tary of Forests and Waters. Pennsylvania is trying to do its part in the
protection of forests from fire but as has "been stated previously, cannot
do much without the help of woodland owners. This responsibility is
recognized by law. The law relating to the protection of forests from fire
specifically notes that this responsibility is not lessened by reason of
what the commonwealth may do to help. In other words in regard to forest
protection, a fundamental idea of American Law is maintained; namely, that
the State shall do what the individual alone cannot do. A land owner it is
felt may have the right to set fire to his land but he is under obligation
to adjoining owners to prevent the spre&d of fires to their properties. On
the other hand. Township, County, and State in return for the taxes paid by
the land owners, are in turn under obliga+ion to afford protection to foresi
land owners from the careless and malicious acts of neighbors or others.
In close connection with their forest fire protection program has been thei]
I
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state Nursery. The first Nursery was esta^blished in 1902. Today, State
Forest Nurseries are maintained at Mont Alto, Clearfield, Greenwood Furnace,
and Potters Mills where fifteen Million seedlings and transplants are
handled annually. Since 1902, more than 200,000,000 trees hare heen dis-
tributed to reforest hurnt-over areas throughout the state. 1'he trees are
sold "by the department for '';2.00 a thousand for seedlings and 1^5.00 a thousai
for transplants, with purchasers agreeing to plant them for timber productioi
or water shed protection. In recent years, as in the state of Few York, the
Civil Conservation Corps, has greatly aided in the reforestation program.
In 1940, there were ahout fifty C. C. C. Can^s in Pennsylvania, thirty-one
of them in state forests. The work accomplished hy the C. C. c. includes th<
construction of approximately 3,000 miles of forest roads and 6,600 miles of
forest trails and maintenance of 17,200 miles of roadway and 2,170 miles of
telephone lines in addition to fighting fires, planting trees, improving
public camping grounds and building fire towers, fire cabins, bridges and dai
A very important phase of the conservation v/ork in Pennsylvania may be
contributed directly to the climatic conditions existing within that state.
Originally, the forests were largely of the coniferous type with hardwoods
predominating only in the southern section. This, however, has change! since
the complete deforestation era of the late ninteenth century. Pennsylvania
is today a transition zone which means that the deciduous trees, mainly, the
Beech, Birch, Maple types which grow more rapidly and are less vulnerable to
insect and pest attacks, have become the dominant trees in today's forests
of Pennsylvania. It has been found that this type of forest thrives on
the fresh well-drained filtered soils. Elevations range frora 1,000 to
2,500 feet and it is the areas within this state at those elevations which
are being reforested today* '*<hatever low land is available is being
Id
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adequately used in dairying anl agricultural pursuits. 1'his type of Forest
has further proven to Tjeir^g a prolific breeder. As many as 300,000 small
seedlings ranging from a few inches to six feet in height have "bean counted
per acre. Over 205,000 acres or "better than 16 per cent of today's State
Forest land is located within this forest region. Studies reveal that the
average fully stocked natural stand of Beech, Birch and T^iiple contains
approximately as many cords per acre as it is old in years within a certain
definite period "beginning when stands are from twenty to thirty years of agel
and continuing for approximately thirty years or until the age is from fifty
to sixty years. It can be supposed for all practical purposes that such
a forest can "be grown every forty years. It is upon this "basis and kno7/ing
the continual great demand for wood products, that Pennsylvania has trended
toward a reforestation program with these types of trees. The principal
products derived from this kind of stand are lumher, pulp, and chemical
wood, fuel wood, syrup and sugar of the maple, and in small amoujits
natural Birch oil. Pennsylvania's systematic and intense Interest in
conservation of their forests has "begun to pay dividends even at this early
stage. Whereas, most states are still in their primary stages of reforesta-j
tion, Pennsylvania, -^hich is the ac'jiowlelged leader in forest conservc-tional
practices, can "be classified as a pleasingly green state as far as their
forests are concerned and it is due to the intense research in the field of
Beech, Birch, Maple types of forests that make such a statement possi"ble.
Pennsylvania still realizes that their reforestation program must "be one
of far reaching and continual effect. Forest fires will occur, diseases,
though checked, will still attack; and cutting, which must go on for the
good of the forests; will leave land without a profita"ble stand. In these
factors, rather than the original necessity of reforesting maltreated lands
J
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is the 'basis for today's and future conservation practices in the Keystone
State.
UEi? JBRSET
New Jersey Wiis one of the first of all states to feel the effects of
deforestation and although they were in the field of conservation as early
as Pennsylvania, they have in no way advanced as rapidly as has the larger
state. The geology of the state prohalDly has had as much to do with de-
forestation as has lura"bering» forest fires, and pests. Many swamps are a
natural tangle of Red Iv^aple and Alder which no intensity of forestry could
quickly change or improve and on the exposed glaciated ridges is a Chestnut
Oak type whose scattered and crooked trees are all that can he expected of
the thin rocky soil. Of the approximately 740,000 acres in the hard wood
types, including a strip along the lower Delaware, about 330,000 acres offer
good opportunity for practice of forestry "because of accessihility in volume
of standing timher. Following the logic of putting the "best effort where it
pays most, the state has estahlished a free marking service in cooperation
with the Federal Government. Upon the application of any woodland owner, a
reconaissance survey is made to determine whether enough volume is present
to warrant a timher sale. The next step is to close the sale area 100 per
j
cent and then mark the trees to he cut. Usually hetween forty and fifty perj
cent of the stand is so designated. The ohjectives in marking are to provid
sufficient volume to attract an operator and at the same time tj.ke out the
poorer trees, encourage reproduction of the hetter species and lay the foundj
tion for a permanent management policy. The cost of this service averages
i
^1.05 an acre. This is lov/ indeed considering that the sound timher trees
|
standing in the woods on an average acre sell for "'45.00. The information ii
i
then turned over to a timljer agent, not a puhlic employee, who for a 10
1
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per cent fee arranges all the details of the sale. He finds a "buyer, accepts
"bids, sees that "both sides fulfill the contract, scales all the logs and
makes the final inspection of the logged area. In this way, the state
covers 25% of the 4,000 that are logged each year. Approval on the part
of the owners has "been unanimous and more requests are made than can "be
handled. The kind of management which a tract of woodland receives often
depends upon the type of ownership, ^states and semi-private institutions
are usually conservative. The 53,000 acres held "by water companies, for
example, are receiving excellent care. Of the operahle tim"ber lands, 43
per cent fall within this category. The 188,000 acres of farm wood lots
are not so well protected and only a"bout 20 per cent of the state marking
is done on farmers* holdings. Another chief conservation pro"blem in New
Jersey is that of fire in the Pine Barrens which is sandy wasteland con-
sisting of 1,300,000 acres which early were converted into charcoal to
supply an iron industry which reached its peak ninety years ago. The second
growth tim"ber vjhich grew up after that has heen constantly affected "by the fire
hazard. Many of these fires have "been man caused. These constant fires,
some of them re-occurring annually in the same area, have sterilized the soil
and reduced the hardwoods to wretched SGru"b and reduced the pine to seared
and scattered remnants. This is the last stage of forest degradation. An
ela"borate fire protection system has "been set up as a result of this appalling
situation. The entire forest area, from Port Jervis and Suffern to Cape
May, is under o"bservation from 19 lookout and auxilary tower stations.
Fires are fought "by crews with shovels, "brooms ^nd. other equipment including
pumps capa"ble of forcing a stream of water through a mile of hose. Airplanes
for use in large fires are now "being equipped with two-way, shortwave radio
apparatus. In the past twelve years there has "been in the face of a 35
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per cent increase in the num'ber of fireSf a 26 per cent reduction in the
total area 'burned and a 46 per cent decrease in the size of the average fire.
The state also maintains two forest nurseries where several million
seedlings are grown annually for planting in State Forests and for sale to
land owners. In recent years, the C. c. C. has cooperated with the State
Forester hy planting 40,000,000 trees and collecting hetween 7,000 and 8,000
pounds of tree seeds*
In the form of ownership, the State Forests are eight in numher with a
total acreage of 54,374. These forests range in size from 21,555 to 43
acres. Forest work on these lands. Include investigation and experimen-
tation, reforestation, cooperation with private land owners in forest pro-
"bleras, and as has already "been mentioned, the prevention and fighting of
forest fires.
Other factors indicate that the forest is struggling to regain a foot-
hold after three centuries of abuse and that the people are regaining their
once magnificent heritage, llore than twice as many cuhic feet of wood grew
in 1944, than were cut, and complete figures for the etate shows a growing
stock of 2,188,000,000 hoard feet and 13,703,000 cords of smaller wood.
New Jersey is not a great lumhering state hut it can he a great forest- >
ed one and it is toward this ohjective that the conservation minded people
of this state are working.
RHODE ISUUP
The recent past has prohahly dealt more harshly with Rhode Island's
forests than with any other forests in the Northeastern section and it is
hecause of this, rather than the lack of interest on the part of the people,
that has put Rhode Island's forests in a hackward position in comparison
with the giant strides taken hy other states in the field of modern
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conservation practices. Most striking of these recent calaraaties was the
1938 hurricane which combined v/ith forest fires, that swept in its wake,
to wipe out nearly all merchantable timber. This fact is perhaps the most
striking among the findings of a Forest 'Resource Appraisal carried out by
the American ^^orestry Association in cooperation with the lUiode Island
State Forest Service. Here is a challenging situation since nearly two-
thirds of the state* s area is forest land. For although they have been
rendered currently unproductive ty continued abuse, these forest acres are
capable, if well managed, of contributing materially to the state's economic
and social well being. Actually, trees are growing upon more than 40,000 ac
of Bhode Island or about 60 per cent of its land area. A few thousand unused
acres which might be supporting trees are in slow transition from farm to
woods. It might be well to point out that artificial reforestation, which
is a common practice in other states by planting seeds or nursery stock, is
rarely necessary. Upon approximately nine-tenths of the land, definitely
classed as forests, stocking appears to be satisfactorily dense. Unfor-
tunately at present such stands are composed chiefly of trees which are both
young and small but they augur well for the future. Tibst of this young fore!
is of useful species, t'rotection from fire is growing reasonably/ fast but
the one drawback, v;hich already has been intimated, is that T^hode Island
cannot look for a merchantable forest in less than thirty years and it will
be ten or twenty years before these lands will become commercially attractiv<
Currently total yearly growth probably exceeds the to+al volumes of vood
cut or burned or otherwise drained from Hhode Island forests since very
little timber is being cut here. During 1943, lumber production was less
than three million board feet and fuel cutting did not exceed 16,000 cords.
Approximately half of this quantity have been burned upon the farms where
1
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it grew. More significant for the immediate is the disclosure th&t luraher
production is doing a nose dive even from 1942 levels.
Last year more than a score of mills were operating in the state, today
less than half that numher are reported active. While lahor is less eu-sily
secured now than a year ago, scarcity of stumpage suitahle even under pre-
sent prices and specifications is "believed to he the real reason for such
a shift. Outstanding danger threats are fires and premature cutting. In
the past, many stands were cut as soon as they reached fuel wood size and
the minimum diameter limit for sawlog trees (nine inches) had "been generally
accepted. The application of sound forestry practices is hopeful in this.
Trees of inferior species and form, whether large or small, are to he re-
moved from the forests for low-grade uses, such as fuel and the remainder
will "be left and protected to grow into large trees suitable for tiraher.
As recently as 1939, forest fire protection was a haphazard local
undertaking in which the state's interest was measured hy a modest legislative
appropriation of >'1Z,292. The Federal Government contributed "2,660 under
the cooperative provisions of the Clark I.TcHary Act. In 1943, the state
expenditure stood at '^41,067, while Federal aid mounted to ,^23,380 and the
towns spent locally approximately 53,000. This definitely spells progress.
The protective measures are state wide and vigilant. However, there still
remains a dual responsihility of state and towns to control fires, an
arrangement which has heen found unsatisfactorily in certain other TTorth-
eastern states.
In the land ownership pattern of Ehode Island, puhlic forests are not
territorially i'aportant, amounting to only ahout 8 per cent of the total.
These are mostly in the form of state forests which are usually treated
primarily as recreation areas. Industrial ownership, "by which is meant
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ownership "by forest industries, or owners making definite "business of selling
timber to suh industries, scarcely exists here. Ownership in the private
estate category, large and small, is estimated at some 50,000 acres. There
are perhaps a very few thousand acres owned "by saw ill men. Their remainder
200,000 acres, or roughly 50^^, are owned mostly in small "blocks "by people who
hope eventually to profit from them in one way or another. A summary of
present day forest growth in Rhode Island shOTO that 30 per cent, or 64,300
acres, have trees classified under the ten year age, 33 per cent, or 71,600
acres, eleven to twenty years old, E9 percent, or 63,800 acres, "between the
ages of twenty-one to forty-one years, 8 per cent, or 17,600 acres, forty-o;i
to sixty-one years old and only 700 acres with growth whose age is sixty-one
years or a"bove. This shows that the state's forests are composed almost en-
tirely of trees which; have not reached the growth age for profita"ble saw
tim"ber. All in all it may "be stated that forest protection in this state
is a recent development, now well esta"blished and "becoming increasingly
effective. Though Rhode Island's past has "been one of destruction and loss,
the future has every indication of "being one of profit and green coverage.
COMSCTICUT
With an occasional exception, such as the conservation work of the
Shaker Colony at Enfield where a pine grove was planted in 1866, the pre-
servation and renewal of Connecticut's forests has "been grossly neglecte'!
hy past generations. The chestnut forest growth of the state's timber
trees for many years supplied most of the wood cut for commercial use
"but the Chestnut Blight destroyed chestnut trees and the saw mill operators
moved on to a new stand. Tim"ber production droppei from the record figure
168,371,000 "board feet cut "by 420 mills in 1909 to only 20,505,000 hoard
feet cut tj 85 mills in 1930. Seventy-five per cent of the recent cut
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has been in hard woods and the average annual output for thirty years has
been sli^tly under 80,000,000 hoard feet. Forests were depleted and new
plantings were scatterel and thin» Nearly 1,789,000 acres in Connecticut, oi:
50 fo of the state's total area, consist of forest land. This is an estimated
increase of some 300,000 acres in the past fifteen years. The state owns
about 102,000 acres and is planning additional purchases. Municipal Water
Boards and Companies own 100,000 acres and llie remainder is privately
owned and controlled. Although plantings are increasing-, the soft wood
supply in Connecticut's forests total only about 23,000 acres. 7,11110
faro ownership of the forests will probably tend to decrease, the rate
depending upon economic conditions, it will doubtless remain, for many
years, the chiefform of woodland ownership in Connecticut. The forests
of the state are very roughly estimated to contain a total of 2,333,000,000
"board feet of lumber or 14,000,000 cords of which seventy per cent is hard
wood. The average stand is 1,300 boerd feet or eight cords per acre. That
in twenty years there should be a great increase in these figures is indicat^l
by the fact that annual growth is estimated at 700,000 cords a year, by
that time much of the material classed as cord wood will be large enough
for lumber. Good forest practices will gradually increase this rate of
growth. The most i:nportc.nt of these improved practices will be the
systematic thinning out of inferior trees to favor the growth of species
and individual trees having better prospects in place of present practices
of clean cutting without regard to quality.
Forest planting is slowly increasing the percentage of soft wood
in the state which will tend to bring about a desirable diversification in
their products. The total area of plantations for the state as a whole, as
previously stated, is estimated at 23,000 acres. It is considered that
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approximately 180,000 acres should "be artificially reforested. The lands
adapted to planting are those recently alaandoned and not yet grown up
to dense "brush. The present rate of planting of 2,000 acres a year is
entirely inadequate. An enlarged program of forest planting is in harmony
with the tendencies in adjoining statest notahly New York. It is, however,
of little advantage to an owner to make a small plantation and not maintain
it as the growth of worthless species, which crowd in after planting, may
destroy it. The same amount of time and money expended in proper thinning
an existing forest requires no further outlay once it has "been made and
frequently yields an immediate return; where as, that from a plantation is
"bound to "be in the future and the original investment is frequently lost
if further funds are not spent for maintenance.
Being a large industrial state, the war years and post war years
have found a shortage of li "bor availaljle for work on state forests. Con-
sequently little over 200,000 plantings were made in 1946 as compared to the
770,000 figure of 1940. In 1943 the general assembly passed a law appro-
priating .'|100,000 for carrying out forest stand improvement work on pri-
vate owned land and $50,000 for reforestation on private owned land. The
law provides that the State Forester shall supply men and equipment to do
the work. The land owner shall pay for the logs or cord wood produced at
the prevailing local rates for such mi.terial. In the case of reforestation,
the land owner furnishes the stock and pays the state for one-half the cost
of the work. Money received goes hack into the fUnd. It is difficult at
present to determine just how this law will work out. Until such a time as
lahor "becomes ahundant enough to really give it a trial. It seems desirahle
therefore, to continue the appropriation for a longer period of time than
originally planned.

Forest fires have always "been a hazard. Before the white man came,
the Indian often purposely burned over the woods. In early days fires
usually "burned until put out "by rains. Only if they threatened "buildings,
was any attempt made to control them and then the attempts were scattered
and unorganized. Organized fire control dates hack to 1905 in Connecticut,
when a law was passed under which the towns appointed wardens. So the
Warden system in Connecticut is now over forty years old. The wardens
from 1905 to 1921 were appointed "by the town selectmen. Since that time
they have "been appointed "by the State Forest Fire Warden and have "been
under his control. Trained crews were introduced in 1900. The Civilian
Conservation Corps from 1933 to 1941 aided in forest fire control in the
state. The numher of fires per year averaged ahout one thousand in 1910,
decreased slightly to ei^t hundred in 1921, and increasef^? gradually to
ahout sixteen hundred in 1942. However, this is due in part to differences
in reporting fires. The total area "burned per year dropped steadily from
40,000 acreas in 1910 to 10,000 acres in 1942. Certain years are "Bad Fire
Tears" when the number and acreage "burned were excessive. Those years have
"been 1915, 1922, 1930; that is a"bout every eight years.
Equipment has changed from wet gunny sacks and wet "boughs with a
liberal use of dirt and "backfiring throiigh various forms of pumps to apply
water such as "The Single" and T)ou"ble Foresters". The first tower was at
Bald Hill in Union with Mrs. Dedie Lawson as o"bserver. Lookout towers came
into use in 1911 and increased to the present eighteen. Power pumps
gradually came into use although in 1926, the department had "but five of the!|,
now it has thirty-five.
With changes in equipment, came changes in methods. A great step in
advance came with the increased use of water on fires in 1910. This was

carried still further tj the development of the knapsack pump as well as
the transmission and portable pumps. These last made still greater changes
in the method of fire control. Gradual elimination of hackfire, and insis-
tence on fighting directly on the fire line all led to increased effeciency.
"Plying Squadrons" of quickly mo"bile fighters are very useful. Radio
communication and increased training in fire prevention are all more recent
developments. In 1943, the General As3em"bly passed a hill enabling the 8tat<
to recover from the person causing such fire any sum not exceeding '^200
necessarily expended hy the state for extinguishing any grass, brush, or
forest fire. This act it is felt has caused considerable thoughtfulness
on the part of Connecticut's citizenry. Radio broadcasting of fire weather,
discontinued during the early parts of the war, were carried out during the
1944 spring fire season ahd has continued. Seven stations broadcast two
and even three times daily in the early morning and once or twice on Sundays
4
This is kept up for a period from April 1 to May 21—a total of 664 separate
broadcasts being made during that time. This reaches thousands of people
and is helpful in warning land owners and also rangers and wardens what
sort of fire weather the day is likely to bring, and has proved extremely
useful. Classification of fire weather days is in four groups; namely,
low hazard, medium hazard, high hazard, and extreme hazard. Each classifi-
cation permits land owners to carry out certain activities to their land
or warns private owners and forest wardens to exert more care during that
day. Plans for the future development of ten State Forests were prepared
during 1943. These contain a detail statement of acquisition, the history
of the region, the present forest, as to type and inventory, the products
removed, the present improvement, such as roads, trails, recreational areas,
and bullings, further acquisitions and a summary of the ^bor needed to
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carry out the specific improvement 3 listed. Two plans covering the post-
war development possitilities of all the forests were worked out. The one
carrying many developments desirahle hut not essential is known as the
"Long Plan" and calls for an expenditure or nearly twelve million dollars.
The other plan limited to the most essential projects and known as the
"Short Plan" calls for expenditures of ahout
.f2,500,000, Recently issued
plans for the individual forests recognizing the rapid change due to the
acquisition program consists chiefly of the maps of the area considered, show-
ing present ownership and desirable future acquisitions and the chief improve-
ments contemplatei. A list of improvement projects with the prohable costs
of man days, and money is included. These plans are dated and can he added
to as new adjoining ardas are acquired, Connecticut is on the road hack
toward state reforestation. Its first milestone has heen passed; that is,
in checking the causes of forest depletion and increasing the growth rate
figure ahove that of the depletion figure. It is hoped with the realization
of future planning that a more substantial forest will dot the surface of
Connecticut and that the twelve million dollar annual duty for importing
lumber will be saved by its major industries.
MASSACHUSETTS
The story of forest depletion in Massachusetts may be laid indirectly
to its early colonization and subsequent industrialization. Comparatively
speaking, of the New England States, Massachusetts was far more densely
populated an an earlier date than her sister states. It was "because of this
and the large demand for timber that forest depletion set in so rapidly and
as completely as it did in Massachusetts. Because of necessity, the ea#ly
settlers turned to the soil for a livlihood and much land, which today is
considered marginal, was cleared for farming. As the state gradually pro-
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greased toward an industrial sta^e, many of these farms were abandoned
and the land was left to grow as it would. Though fires and pests also
played an important part, it was largely at the hands of lumtermen and
settlers that Massachusetts lost its forests and acquired many scattered
tracts of "barren waste land. With this knowledge clearly etched, the
|j
early conservation methods for Massachusetts lay in the field of reclainw
ing of deserted farm lands and reforestation hy planting.
An early survey showed close to 1,000,000 acres of such run-out
farm and pasture land are in the state. Vlith these figures to substantiate
|
their arguments, the Massachusetts Forest and Park Association, which has
"been the leader in conservational movement in this state since 1898, went
"before the state legislature in 1904 and brought about the creation of the
Office of State Forester.
The next step was to transplant the town forest idea from Europe.
This was done in 1913 after a comprehensive study of the communal forests of
that continent. So successful was this movement that to date, Massachusetts
has 127 such forests, aggregating 39,128 acres, on which 8,069,089 trees
have been planted. There are more than fifty other cities and to'/7ns whidi
own forest lands, mainly for water protection, totalling about 160,000
acres, which have not taken advantage of the Town Forest Act, which
provides free seedlings for reforestation. It is figured that if all
towns and cities took an interest in this movanent, most of this 1,000,000
acres of now idle forest land would be under management and the forest
conservation problem would be well on the way to solution.
In the field of forest fires, the State Fire Warden Act created
fifty-one fire lookouts and established a system of state wide patrol in
which towns and state join hands in battling the "Red Menace" of the fox«sts<

In 1914f a law was passed which provided an annual payment of ^250 to any
town for the extinguishing of forest fires.
Prom the horse and wagon days of 1915, the Forest Fira Department
has advanced to the stage of radio and airplane. In the 1947 emergency
much directing of ground forces was successfully carried out from the air.
It was an easy matter for an ohserver to spot the directional progress
of the fire from the air and to relay this information via the radio to
the Forester in charge of the actual fighting.
In the field of forest diseases, Tvlassachusetts has continuously felt
the damage of fungus, Dutch Elm Disease, and the White Pine Blister Rust
and Gypsy Moth. The greatest single money appropriation for forest
protection hefore 1920 was in 1917 when -165,000 was set aside to fight the
destructive Gypsy Moth. Though much control viork has "been done, this
insect still persists to this day and coupled with the Vrtiite Pine "Blister
Rust disease is responsihle for the low lumher yield of today's forests.
The Dutch Elm Disease, while it is not considered as a real menace
commercially, it has greatly reduced the scenic "beauty of Massachusetts'
towns and cities hy attacking and killing thousands of their "beautiful
shad trees. Hence, it is a local pro"bleir:, and the citizens, horaeovmers,
and authorities must he kept on the alert for action. The state pl<r,ns to
continue its educational and legislative work ani will assist towns in
preparing programs to give their trees adequate protection.
In the fight against the White Pine Rust Disease, it has "been the
same story as in other states, that of eradicating the wild currant and
gooseherry. These plants seem to thrive in the soils of Massachusetts
and the longer growing season of this state over Llaine, ^Tew Hampshire,
and "Vermont, has acted adversely to the state's never-ending "battle.
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Experimentation has "been carried out in the state lahoratories and check
controls studied "by the Harvard Forestry Oepartmont at Petersham; and
thotigh present efforts are not sufficient, llie outlook is not at all con-
sidered unfavorahle.
A forest cleaning program was inaugurated, under the C. c. C. Program
and a continuation is planned when a sufficient lator supply can "be obtained
Through this, it is hoped that many harmful "breeding grounds; such as,
dead slash, and deteriorated stumpage, will "be eliminated and the resultant
decrease in insects will mean a healthier and more valuahle forest.
An interesting and heneficial part of Massachusetts forestry "Program
is very closely linked with its State Park Movement. As early as 1875,
this movement was inaugurated in "Boston and since then approximately
140 pu"b] ic park areas have "been acquired, trees planted for scenic "beauty
and picnicking facilities added. Many state forest areas (39 out of 69)
have carried out the same type of program. Today, these forest and park
preserves, with their camping and outing setups, are not only furnishing
the necessary recreation grounds for the Metropolitan areas of the Bay
State Commonwealth "but also adding materially to the reforestation program
in that many of these areas have "been replanted and now support young,
vigorous tree growths.
This is a natural forest producing region, yet "because of wasteful
methods of cutting and the ravages of fire and insects, the average acre
of forest is producing less than 100 "board feet annually. At the same
time seventy-five per cent of the state's lum"ber supply is "being imported
and the cost of freight alone is greater than the expense necessary to
grow good tim"ber. So it is with this as a focal point that the Massachusetts'
Forestry Movement is progressing forward and that future generations may
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see all so-called waste land covered with a profitaljle lush green forest
growth. ^
Statistical data from phamphlets published "by various state departments
of forestry.
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CARE AITO IJ,rPH)VM?WT OF FORESTS
The foregoing state study has given a complete picture of the results
and trends of conservation practices in the Tlortheastern states. It is
necessary in completing such a study to dwell "briefly on the care and
jj
improvement of forest lands. This can and has "been arrived at throu^
devious means, some of which are here descrihed.
Improvement Cutting
Improvement cutting may "be defined as any cutting designed to remove
j
some of the trees in a stand for the "benefit of the remainder. 'Hien made
in stands of seedlings or small saplings, such cuttings' are for convenience
designated as cleanings. When made in somewhat older stands they are knowni
as thinnings. V.Tien made in stands where scattered old trees are suppressing
valua'ble young growth, they are knov.n as li"beration cuttings.
i Cleanings
Often in young stands, some of the less valua"ble species, such as Blac
Guxn and Scruh Pine, threaten to overtop, crowdout or damage the more valu-
1
a"ble species; sprouts sometimes arise too quickly from the stumps of trees
recently cut; or the reproduction of good species is too dense. Thinnings
are nothing more than the weeding out of the poorer species of the poorer
1 individuals where these interfere with the "better ones. The practice of
lopping the tops of the inferior species rather than cutting them off near
the ground may "be followed. The trees will then continue to live, force
the growth of the "better species, and still continue to shade the ground.
Both to decrease costs and avoid overcutting, only titiose inferior trees
which are actually interferring with the "better ones should be removed.
The material cut out will usually he too small to pay for the expense in-
volved; the justification for cutting lies in the hettering of the remaining
tt

stand*
Thinning
Young stands ordinarily reach a condition at ages of from fifteen to
twenty years which makes removal of some of the trees advisahle. By means
of thinning, the stand of trees that is to form the mature crop can he
regulated and improved. The principle is the same as that applied "by
truck gardeners who thin out their crops to secure the "best development
of a portion rather than a poor development of the whole. Early crowding
of trees will produce luraher of high commercial quality hut if crowding
is allowed to continue after the lower "branches die, it will cause stagnation
both in diameter and height growth. The presence of dead or dying trees
in the stand, a dense interlocking of the tops, stems very slender in pro-
portion to their height, or an apparent stagnation in the height growth,
indicate that thinning is needed. The hest practice is to defer the first
thinning until the product is merchantahle and of sufficient size and valtie
to pay for the operation. Thinning should he repeated as often thereafter
as the wood growth has accumulated in sufficient quantity to pay for the
cost. Often thinnings should he made eveiy five years. Light thinning
every three to five years is preferable to heavier thinning at longer
intervals.
Fuel wood, pulp wood and posts will ordinarily he obtained from the
first thinnings and larger size materials from the later ones. Trees to
be removed should accordingly be the dead ones and those of the least valu-
able and the slowest grov/ing species in the suppressed and the intermediate
classes; but insect and disease infected specimens of all classes should
by all means be taken out. In thinning, it must be remembered that the
condition of the soil very much influences the health and vigor of the first
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trees. The soil should Toe kept fresh, soft, loose and free of a mat of
grasses, '.".^ith field crops, this condition is attained hy cultivation.
In woods, it must "be secured by keeping the ground shaded and free from
the trampling of live stock. The extent to which the overhead crown
canopy of a stand may he opened depends largely on the rate of growth of
the trees and their demand for light. In general, openings should not
"be so large that they will not close again within three to five years,
through the growth of the remaining tree tops. In the stands of rapid
growing trees, the crown canopy of the dorainent class of trees (i.e. the
tallest ones) can he opened to a greater extent than in stands of slower
growing species. Ho fast rule regarding the amount of material to he
removed is possihle "but generally not more than one-fifth or at the most
one-fourth of the wood volume should he removed at one time,
liheration Cuttings
Scattered old trees suppressing a valuahle young growth will often he
found in woods that have heen formed from weeding hy adjoining trees of
such an area as a worn out pasture. The first trees starting, often have
an alDundance of room and quickly form very "branchy stems and wide-spreading
crowns. Such trees, commonly known as wolf trees, v;ill never he of much
value for lumher or poles and their wide-spreading halDit often results
in suppressing and killing younger and hetter formed seedlings or saplings
which ultimately would "be of considerable value if the conditions were
more favorable. It is best in such cases to remove the old trees at once.
A very similar condition is also found in woods which are the remnants
of virgin stands. Scattered old virgin trees remain which, through shading,
are hindering the growth of :/ounger trees. Often these older trees,
"because they at one time grew in a dense stand, have a high commercial
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value and they should \)e removed as soon as a satisfactory sale can he
arranged. Another form of liheration cutting is in the cleaning out of
numerous forest vines. Grapevine, ivy, honeysuckle, and woodhine occur
widely in the woods and often twine ahout the trunks and spread throughout
the tops of the trees. They affect "both conifers and hardwoods and do more
damage than is commonly realized. When they are large, their heavy foliage
and small tranches spread out and kill the leaves and thereby the trees.
Also, hy their sheer weight, they often hend over the tops of the trees
which are thus either killed or made unthrifty. Vines themselves have no
material value and they should accordingly he eliminated hy severing the
main stem near the ground. It vill he hest to carry on this operation v/hile
the vines are small and hefore they have done any apprecialDle damage. If
lack of time prevents a thorough joh, cutting of at least the larger ones
will ohviously help considerahly.
Care in Log£;ing
When the timher in the woods is heing cut, steps can he taken toward
insuring the perpetuation of the woods and at the same time improve the
quality of the stand. lumhering operations, which remove only trees of hi^
quality and leave dead, dying, insect attacked, or diseased specimens and
inferior trees, should not he practiced. In cutting, therefore, or in sellii
the standing timher, provisions should always he made for these inferior
species to he taken down to a smaller diameter than the more valuable ones
and for all defective trees to he removed. To make such a provision effecti
the owner should mark in some manner all of the trees which he desires cut
or all those which he wishes to retiiin in his woods. To induce the lumherma
to take inferior species and small and defective trees, it may he necessary
to make some compensation in regard to price. Unless small, straight and
we.

vigorous trees bring higher prices per unit of measure than larger ones
or unless they are species which it is desirable to eliminate they should
not "be cut "by the woods' owner nor should he allow lumbermen to cut them.
As trees ten inches and less in diameter cut only very small amounts of low-
grade lumber, they are of little value.
In felling trees, care should be taken not to throw them into the
midst of a group of young trees. Further, by the exercise of a little care,
when the logs are being dragged out of the woods much breakage, bending,
and trampling of the young growth can be avoided. It must be kept in mind
that these young trees are the first stage in the growth of the mature
timber. When standing timber is sold, the lumberman should be charged with
protecting this young material as fully as possible.
Spacings
The proper spacing to give in planting trees depends largely on the
form or habit of the species and the character of the situation or site.
In general, the more tolerant the trees are of shade and the more unfavor-
able the situation, the closer should be the spacing. Very close spacing
reduces the movement and the size of the branches which means that the trees
will be of higher lumber value. It means, however, greater death rate
among them because of competition and the higher initial cost of planting
because of the greater number of trees required per given area.
On the favorable sites, close spacing is best, the same is true even
on the better sites when cultivating cannot be practiced for the first
two or three years. This greater number of trees per area offsets the
higher mortality when first set out and it results in better protection of
the soil because of the greater amount of shade furnished. The best results
will ordinarily be secured by planting a mixture of species.

By the employment of such practices described, further care and inw
provement of forests will result in the desired end sought; that is, the
securement of a full stand of trees of high quality.
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PBBSENT PPvOBLBPIS A^D SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS
To summarize "briefly, it mi^:ht "be said the problems confronting the
practice of forestry today lie in the following fields:
^ 1. The practice of forestry has not "been considered from a practical
"business standpoint. Forests have "been considered as mines of wealth to
"be exploited at the whims of the owner; as an appendage to the farm to "be
ruined or saved according to personal desire or needs; or as a product to
"be removed from the land to make way, in many instances, for a duhious
agriculture. Until such time as forests are organized into units capahle
of "being handled as a going "business or as an integrated part of a going
agricultural "business, they will continue to "be treated more or less on
personal ideas and notions rather than on sound scientific facts, with the
su"bsequent patchwork of good, "bad and indifferent treatment.
2. Personal ideas, whims and neces?ities-of-the-raoment greatly influence
the practice of forestry. The average owner desires to get an immediate
cash income regardless of v/hether the trees would give a much greater income
if left to grow. Many owners may "be willing- to have their forest cut
selectively and the mill owners prefer to huy logs from such an operation.
However, the logger or jo"b"ber still insists on cutting every tree in sight.
3. Taxation, whether it is a pro"blem or not, is much discussed. The
uncertainty of what the listers may do in taxation of forest properties ten,
fifteen or twenty years hence acts as a deterrent to the purchase of young
tim"berland or the reforestation of open land, excessive taxation means
I
premature cutting and loss of taxes to the towns.
4. The land-holding system tends toward depletion of soil and tim"ber
resources. A farmer is frequently influenced or perhaps forced, to sacrific<
soil fertility and immature tim'ber to pay a heavy mortgage and reduce hi^
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interest payments. The fact that a farm has to pay for itself each time
it passes to a nev; owner keeps adding to the "burden on the land. A farm
may he free of mortgage today, with the owner ahle to meet his ohllgations
with relative ease, while tomorro-w it may have changed ownership and he
mortgaged "to the hilt." This means that several hundred dollars extra
must he found each year to pay the principal and interest. This extra money
i
frequently has to come from the soil or the timher, and so depletion takes
place. Other hurdens on the land resources are heavy property taxes
—
a relic of our early history when property constituted the only suhstantial
tax source—and the cost of rearing and educcation of our farm hoys and girls
who later, when ready to hegin productive work, migrate to the non-agricul-
tural industrial centers, which do not raise their own human replacements.
These are all hurdens on the land which must he lightened or compensated
if we are to expect those holding liie land to carry on an effective con-
servation program with respect to our soil and our forests.
5. The long time investment which one must make if he acquires cut-over
or young sprout land often deters people from huying. This is accantuated
hy the lack of interest of hankers to furnish long-term capital at low
rates of interest.
6. As discussed under another heading, past land use has left much of our
land unproductive at present and for some time in the inmediate future,
thus leaving it a hurden and prohlem fbr present-day owners and tax payers.
7. Another factor influencing the practice of forestry is the fluctuating
normal demands for forest products, i.e., the market. Periodically,
exceptionally heavy demands, caused hy wars or general economic conditions,
occur causing exploitation and denudation of many timher lots. A forest
under management will have plans made for exceptionally heavy cuts when
i
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markets are good "but will follow this ty light cuttings during poor
markets, never cutting to such an extent that the timher production capa-
city is impaired. Under present conditions, the cut is so heavy as to im-
pair timher production a full generation or for several cutting periods.
Thus, the people who cut for money and hecause they helieve it is patriotic
to put their timher on the market during a national emergency, are in the
long run impairing their country's wealth and chances for future economic
supremacy.
6. Risk of loss through fire, disease and insects, grazing, erosion or
floods. These prohlems are considered "by the lujuhermen as "being pertinent
and real hut they are hy no means insurmountahle. T!7ith this in mind, the
folloTiving suggested solutions are offered.
1. Mucation of the youth throu^ sul-,ject matter on conserv&tion integrated
in all courses taught in our schools.
2. Education of groups, such as 4-H Cluhs and older Youth Organizations,
through demonstrations and meetings.
3. Puhlic assistance to landowners in marking and marketing their timher.
4. Control of cutting hy the state or federal government either "by
licensing the timher operators or regulating the method of the cutting of
the owners in accordance with rules and regulations which have the authoritj
of law.
5. Puhlic ov/nership hy the municipal, state and federal governments.
6. Credits—Long-term loan of funds "by hankers or government on a timher
crop at a low rate of interest.
7. Equitahle taxation.
Prohahly the most important method of attaining good forest practice
can he attained through education and assistance to forest owners now

given through the country foresters in marking and marketing.
It is recommended that each land owner use a timber sales contract in
each sale of stumpage. It will "be of much protection to "both the "buyer
and sel ler. I
However, there are many people who get hard pressed for money, so
j
a means or method of furnishing long-time credits either from local "banks
ii or the state or federal government should "be authorized. In ad^itionf
there should he some ceiling placed on the appraised value of forest land
! so that the timber during its growing period will pay only a reasonable
equitable tax.
With everyone educated to -the value of conserving our forests and how
jj
it should be done, sufficient credits and equitable taxation, there is still
need of some legislation to prevent destructive cutting of our forests.
Further, there are many areas of forest land which, will never produce a
commercial crop of timber. Too, there are areas more valuable for watershed
protection. All these areas plus areas which are needed for demonstration
purposes should be in public ownership.
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